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REMOVE THE RUBBLE: A Komatsu excavator sits atop a pile of rubble that was once Mac West
The excavator moves the rubble into easily accessible places where it will then be hauled away.

"National Dump the Pump Day"
encourages public transportation June 16

Renovation of McDonald
provides new amenities

By Brian Botmart
Reporter

With gas prices rising to nearly four dollars a gallon, Bowling Green Transit has
joined with public transportation organizations around the nation to urge people
to leave their cars at home and save money by riding transit June 16.
The slogan for this year's event is "Dump the Pump. Save Money. Ride Transit."
The event, sponsored by the American Public Transportation Association, is the
sixth annual "National Dump the Pump Day."
The event was created in 2006 to encourage drivers to use public transportation instead of driving during times when gas prices seem unbearable.
Tina Bradley, Grants Administrator for BG Transit, said this is not the
first time the organization has taken part in helping "dump the pump."
BG Transit has been participating in the event since 20O9 and has transit
vehicles ready for anyone wanting to participate and save a little money on
gas in the meantime.
"We have seven vehicles," Bradley said. "And they are accessible to anyone interested in riding, including people with disabilities."
Mayor John Quinn said while calling to schedule a ride could be
inconvenient to some, he believes the city's public transit system is very
convenient to both University students and city residents.
"Obviously we're a small town and biking and walking are not
conducive to the narrow streets," Quinn said. "But 1 think our public
transportation system is very convenient for people traveling in the
city because everything is relatively centrally located."
Quinn also said initiatives like "Dump the Pump" could catch on
and become more frequent if good marketing and attention were
given to public transportation and the services it can provide.
"You do everything you can to promote and let people know this
is out there," Quinn said. "But it comes down to better marketing
and that is a problem we've had in the past. People don't know we
even have anything like this."
For some, an event like "Dump the Pump Day" is about more
than just saving money on gas. Nick Hennessy, sustainability
coordinator for the Office of Campus Sustainability, said the
decision to ride transit could influence people to make other,
more energy efficient decisions for both the environment
and their wallets.
"I think 'start' is the operative word," Hennessy said.
"One day of riding a bus, walking, or riding a bike is a great
See PUMP | Page 2

By Bobby WaddU
In Focus Editor

With its new dining hall set to open
this fall, McDonald Hall is undergoing another series of renovations
with the partial demolition of its east
wing this summer.
The demolition is part of three stages of renovations the residence hall
will undergo as part of the campus
master plan, said Marc Brunner from
the Office ofDesign and Construction.
"I think this will go a long way
in enhancing the aesthetics of
[McDonald] and of the courtyard in
front of Math/Science [Building),"
Brunner said. "There's no doubt that

a dilapidated building... will impact
student enrollment."
The east side is being reduced from
nearly 420 bed spaces to roughly
118, said Andrea Depinet, associate
director for business operations in
Residence Life. The west side already
decreased from 460 to 290 bed spaces,
decreasing the building's total capacity from 1200 to 700 beds.
The opening of the Oaks Dining
Hall is a factor in the construction, and
Brunner said the goal was to open the
courtyard up in between Overman
Hall and the new dining hull
Brunner said the new dining hall
See MCDONALD | Page 2

Online learning opportunities
offer alternative c assrooms
By Katalynn Brawitar

Connit Molnar
Director for Online
and Blended Learning

Reporter

Junior Laura Hutira wakes up
some summer mornings at 8 a.m.,
goes to campus and sits in class
for three hours.
Other days she gets up and sits
at her computer while she takes an
online class.
Every semester the University
offers classes on campus, but what
many people do not know is that
online classes are also offered
every semester.

s^^^
"The greatest numbers of online
classes are typically offered over the
summer semester," Connie Molnar
said, the director for online and
blended learning.
Molnar
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the
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See ONLINE | Page 2

SMILE FOR THE CAMERA

jQ IN FOCUS TAKES A CLOSER LOOK AT OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES.
See more stories and photos on Paaj* t.

Warm weather brings benefits
Summer allows for more outdoor activities
ByAaliRapal
Managing Editor

A mountaintop experience doesn't
have to happen after climbing to the
peak of ML Everest, but it helps if you
are outside.
With the fresh air, sunlight and
exposure to nature that people can
get from going outside, some people
at the University discussed how and
why they use the summer months
to look up from their computers and

cell phones to have their own mountaintop experiences wherever they
can manage to find them.
Dryw Dworsky, director of
Psychological Services Center,
said it is fairly often that clients at
the Psychological Services Center
improve around springtime, as they
are able to do more of the outdoor
activities that provide physical activity as well as mental enjoymenL
BYRON MACK I THf BGNEWS
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SAY CHEESE: Incoming Public Relations freshman Amber Petkosek gets her BG 1 card photo taken Tuesday afternoon as part of freshman orientation

FORUM
Belief doesn't thwart nihilism
Columnist Mathew Davoli talks about
the influence of god and moral compasses illustrating a study in Israel about
a general using genocide | P»gt 4
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Summer heat brings higher temps

Falcons' short stop Jon Berti and relief
pitcher Ross Gerderman have been drafted
by the MLB. Berti was drafted by Toronto
and Gerderman by Arizona |Pagt5

Log on to Facebook to vote and comment in a
poll about how you plan to stay cool this summer
as temperatures start to rise before the summer
solstice June 21 | ftofcooluoni/bflvtewt

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What online class would you like to take?
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BLOTTER
SAT., JUNE 11
1:53 A.M.
Jonathan J Brug, 38. of Toledo,
was cited for open container of
alcohol and transported to the
Wood County Justice Center
after being arrested on active war
rant within the 200 block of N.
Main St.
2:04 A.M.
Jordan D Sheppard. 19. of Toledo,
was cited for underage under the
influence of alcohol and disorderly conduct/unable to care for
self within the 100 block of W.
Wooster St.
228 A.M.
Jerome D. Carter. 23. of Toledo,
was arrested for assault within
the 100 block of N. Main St. and
lodged at the Wood County
Justice Center.
3:10 A.M.
A complainant reported that a red
four-door Ford with four men in it
drove through the Circle K parking
lot and threw food at the people
there and called them names
before leaving. The complainant
later reported seeing the same
vehicle parked at the Enclave 2
without plates on it.
3:42 A.M.
Michael T. West. 19. of Naperville.
III., was arrested for underage
under the influence of alcohol and
prohibited acts and lodged at the
Wood County Justice Center
within the 400 block of Lehman
Ave.
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1:49 A.M.
Eric J. Reichgott. 20. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for theft and
underage under the influence of
alcohol and lodged at the Wood
County Justice Center after he
was observed putting candy bars
in his pockets and leaving without
paying for them at Circle K.

6:36 P.M.
A complainant reported that he was
scammed into buying a fake magazine subscription by someone who
came to the door of his apartment
within the 900 block of Klotz Road.

2:12 A.M.
Nickolas C Smith, 26. of Fairborn.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct for urinating in public within
the 300 block of N. Main St.

11:52 P.M.
Devan Von Rose. 21, of Mentor.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct for public urination near
Clough Street and South College
Avenue.

SUN., JUNE 12
12:15 A.M.
Dominique A. Jones. 21. of Toledo,
was cited for disorderly conduct for
public urination within the 200 block
of N. Prospect St.
1:02 A.M.
Glen M. Ralston. 35, of Bowling
Green, was cited for open container
of alcohol within the 100 block of E.
Court St.

2:14 A.M.
Michael D. Leonhardt. 22, of
Rossford, was cited for open
container of alcohol near Scott
Hamilton Avenue.
2:21 A.M.
Mario J. Lassiter, 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for disorderly
conduct for urinating in public near
East Oak and North Main streets.
2:27 A.M.
Zachary S. Domer. 22. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for assault and
obstruction of business at SkyBar.
He was lodged in the Wood
County Justice Center.
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11:28 A.M.
A complainant reported a hit-skip
crash when he said he saw a JB
Hunt semi-trailer knock down wires
and then continue westbound within
the 1000 block of Conneaut Ave.
The complainant reported that he
thought the driver did not notice
that it happened.

11:44 P.M.
A complainant reported that while
he was out making a delivery, his tire
was slashed by an unknown person
within the 800 block of 7th St. The
tire was valued at $150.

.....
*****
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"It is nice that 1 can pause the
lectures that are posted online
and make sure that I get all the
key points down in my notes,"
Hutira said. "However, I still feel
that I learn more in a classroom
setting where you can learn off
of other people's questions and
comments as well."
Patrick
Vrooman,
director of Partners in Context and
Community
Learning/Living
Community, is teaching his first
online class this summer.
He mentioned that no matter
what the students will have to do
the same amount of work they
would have to do if they were on
campus during any semester.
However, one thing he said was
that he could be anywhere and
still conduct the class.
"I'm teaching an online course,
so I could be teaching it sitting on a
beach in the Caribbean, but I'd be
busting my chops on that beach to
keep up with the amount of work
the students will be producing,"
Vrooman said.

ONLINE
From Page 1

down of online classes between
fall, spring and summer semester.
"About 200 online class sections
were offered each semester this
past spring and fall. There are over
350 online class sections available
this summer," Molnar said.
Molnar could not give the specific number of students that
are enrolled in online classes
because the University is only
part of the way through summer
session. However, she did discuss
the trends of the University in
general and how they compare to
that of the nation.
"In general, enrollments in
online classes have risen consistently at BGSU over the past several years," Molnar said. "This
reflects what is occurring nationally and across the state as well."
Hutira is just one of many students taking both on-campus and
online classes this summer.
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From

beginning, and creation of awareness thai we could do this type of
thing a lot more often, even regularly.
So if it even affects a small portion
of those who participate in it and
causes them to change their lifestyles
somewhat, it's a successful event."
llennessy also said he can see
himself participating in the event
because it is a way to spread the

word of alternative ways community
members could keep the environment alive for future generations.
"As Sustainability Coordinator, 1
think it's important to help spread
the awareness of various sustainable
alternatives available to us; whether that's students, staff, faculty, or
other members of the community,"
Hennessy said. "Sustainability is all
about thinking of how we can live
now so that our children and their
children will all be able to enjoy the
environment the way we have."
I lours of operation for BG Transit

PLAYING AT THE PARK

MCDONALD

nc

From Page 1

LAUREN P0FF I IHEB&NfWS
ALL TOGETHER NOW: The Bowling Green Community Band played in City Park Sunday and was
directed by Nick Ezzone

Master ol Arts in EngUlh. Plan II (non-thesis)
Master of Education in < ;iassroom Technology

are Monday through Friday from
6:00a.m. Io8:00p.m.and Saturdays
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. The
one-way general fee for the service
is $3.50, but Bradley said a reduced
fare of $1.75 is available to people
age 65 or older, children between
the ages of four and 13, and people
with disabilities.
If calling to schedule a ride on
"Dump the Pump Day," or any
other time from Monday through
Saturday, BG Transit urges anyone
interested to call 1-800-579-4299 at
least an hour before a ride is needed.

will add better food, service and a
touch of character to the building,
reducing many of the maintenance
issues that came with the old one.
With the Dunkin' Donuts going
in, another goal of the project is to
appeal to upperclassmen and offcampus students.
"This is going to be a whole different world," Brunner said. "It will
greatly enhance this whole area."
The inside of the residence halls
will be enhanced as well with several new amenities being added
within the next year.
Depinet said the east side will be
closed during the fall as it undergoes
renovations with new furniture,
newly painted walls and new car-

Master of I ducat ion in Curriculum and leaching
Master of I dm ai n

HI

in Special Education—Assistivc Technology Speciali/alum

Master of 1 ducal ion in learning Design
Master ol Family and Consumer Sciences—Food and Nutrition Speciali/ation
I "i utive Master ol OrganTTation Development (Blended Program)
lixecutive Master of Business Administration (Blended Program)
Ph.I >. in Technology Management

'MUST HAVE COMPLETED AN ASSOCIATE'S
DEGREE PRIOR TO ENTERING THE PROGRAM
WEBSITE:

HTTP://ONLINE.BGSU.EDU/INDEX.PHP

pet. The west side will remain open
for fall and will receive new windows along with the east side this
summer, with a similar renovation
planned for the west next summer.
Brunner said the building is
also going to replace four elevators
and upgrade its fire alarm system,
though specific plans for phase
three remain in speculation.
Brunner said Residence Life
will have two members serving on the selection committee
for hiring the architect responsible for phase three, who will be
approved by the Office of Design
and Construction.
Depinet expects the building to
retain its popularity among new
students despite its smaller size
because of how much student
activity goes on there, including a new theme/value explora-

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

tion community called SEARCH,
where more than 100 students of
all majors will discuss spiritual
and existential questions. Of the
40 signed up so far, the majority are upperclassmen. ROTC will
also remain in the building.
It is hoped that new students
will eventually discover and take
part in a theme learning community called SEARCH (Students
Engaged In Active Reflective
Caring and Holistic learning),
and Depinet said the community
is popular among upperclassmen
because their experience on campus means they probably know
about the community more than
an incoming freshman would.
"It's a good place to be when
you re new here," Depinet said. "1
think that will probably continue,
it will just be less students overall."
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"It is nice that I can pause the lectures that are posted online and make sure that
get all the key points down in my notes."
- Junior Laura Hutira said about the University's online courses [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What online class would you like to take?
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stnct deadlines"
ANGEL
MANDELL.
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civilizations."

HANNAESPEN.
Junior,
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Belief in a God does not
prevent violent acts

"If God does not exist, then
everything is permitted."
So said Dostoyevsky's Ivan
Karamazov, so say many in
our own society.
This is a common refrain
with everyone from (ilenn
Beck to more respectable
public persons who are convinced that the path to hell is
paved with secular thoughts.
Their basic worry is that
secularization, being apart
from a god, would lead to a
nihilistic state where people
will become jaded Hamlets,
declare "Nothing is good or
bad," and engage in evil without restraint.
Though I understand
where they are coming from, I
object to their proposition as a
strong belief in a god does not
necessarily negate nihilism.
This is because the famous
quote can easily be changed
to read. "If lk>d exists, then
everything is justified."
. Unlike the likes of Glenn
Beck who show snuff films
and, without reporting on the
religious status of the thugs,
use them to construct a straw
secular bogie man, 1 want to
lay the foundation of my argument with a study done not
long ago in Israel.
The study involved a large
number of Israeli school children who were told to rate
their level of approval a general who ordered a genocide
after being ordered to do so
by God. Another group of
school children were directed to do the same, but were
given another scenario with
another general ordering
genocide, this time with no
god involved.
A majority of the first
group approved of the genocide, while a majority of the
second group condemned
the genocide.
"Obey God, even when you
don't understand." This is a
statement I have seen posted
both in and out of churches,
and I am sure variations of
it were running through the
little minds of the first group.
Of course, obeying the will
of a god is generally recognized as doing good, but the
issue with it is that far too

many recognize any god's
commandment to be intrinsically good simply because a
god commanded it.
This can lead to a corrupted
moral compass that can point
arbitrarily to any action and
justify it. One can see this concept become manifest in the
children's responses; one can
see the real life implications of
it as well.
Treating women as chattel, mass suicides, killing
unarmed civilians and genocidide are just a few examples
of people doing evil upon
their neighbors, as commanded by their god through
private revelations, religious
leaders and interpretations of
religious texts.
There are those who say
that the 9/11 hijackers of the
world are not "true believers."
But 1 see no reason to doubt
their religious zeal, and of
course they would say of their
detractors that it is they who
are not "true believers."
Both of them are right as far
as I can tell, as one can read
and act on Jesus saying "Love
thy neighbor" just as easily as
they can read him saying, "I
did not come to bring peace
but a sword."
Now does this mean that I
am going to say that belief in
a god is the central problem
in the world, that my rephrasing of Karamazov's words will
lead to comprehensive understanding of evil? No.
1 am not going to call it
"the root of all evil," as
Richard Dawkins so in.ii!
fully allowed his series on
religion to be called.
I say this because I agree
with Heidegger's criticism of
Sartre's rephrasing of Plato's
famous quote on essence and
existence. He viewed both
interpretations as simplistic
and not getting to the heart of
the matter at hand.
In the same way, both the
quote at the beginning of this
column and the rephrasing of
it that I have constructed are
both overly simplistic and fail
to fundamentally address the
problem at hand.
The particulars of constructing and maintaining a
strong moral compass are not
to be found in a catchphrase
or in a newspaper column.

Respond to Malhew at
thenews@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or
news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the
editor:

Summer fees for recreation center should be
re-adjusted, lowered to promote student use
During the summer students
are taking fewer credit hours,
which frees them up to spend
more time at the Student
Recreation Center.
However, taking it easy
during the summer puts students at a disadvantage when
using the Rec by costing them
up to $60 if they are not taking any credit hours.
A student has to take at
least eight credit hours to get
into the Rec without paying
an additional fee. By taking at
least one to two credit hours,
students receive a discount
and the fee is $35, three to
five hours gets students in
for $25 and students taking
six to seven credit hours can
exercise for $15. A one-day
pass costs $6.
Throughout the school
year, students pay to use the
Rec through their general fees
payment. However, some
students are unable to utilize the Rec during the school
year because of other commitments such as sports, jobs
and campus organizations.
During the summer, classes and other activities on
campus are not in full swing,
allowing students the free
time to work out more at the

If you have followed the
national political scene the
last couple of weeks, you have
heard a lot of Weiner jokes.
And by that I mean
jokes about Democratic
Congressman
Anthony
Weiner. May 27 Weiner publicly tweeted a picture of
his underwear-clad "Junior
Congressman" (for lack of a
betterterm), mistakenly thinking he was sending the picture as a private message to
a female college student in
Washington. When Weiner
realized his mistake, he immediately removed the picture
and issued a statement the
next day saying his Twitter
account had been hacked.
Many people took the
Congressman at his word initially until a reporter asked
Weiner if the picture was, in
fact, a picture of him, and he
responded by saying that he
could not "say with certitude"

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454051 Phone: (419) 572-6966
Email: thenews@ibgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 572-2606
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year round) to use the Rec,
but what about the students
who are already enrolled for
the fall semester? Their debt
to the University has been
paid. Therefore, they should
not have to pay another fee
to use the facility while taking
their summer classes.
The University should look
to other schools for a system
that is fairer to its students.
The University of Toledo
offers its students taking
fewer than 12 credit hours
15 free visits before charging
them $7.81 for each hour they
are taking under 12 hours.
Ohio University allows any of

its students taking at least
one credit hour to use its
recreation center, free of
additional charges, instead,
their fee to use the OU recreation center is included in
summer fees.
While the editorial board
understands the University
cannot allow all students to
use the Rec for free over the
summer, some sort of hybrid
model similar to UT's would
make more sense and be
more feasible for students.

Respond to the staff at
thenews@bgnews.com

the photo was not of him.
That answer raised a lot of
suspicions the congressman
was not being totally honest.
June 6, Weiner confirmed
those suspicions when he
admitted during a tear-filled
press conference he had
lied. Weiner said his Twitter
account had not been hacked
and that he did tweet the lewd
picture of himself before panicking and removing it.
Weiner then apologized to
his wife and political supporters for his indiscretions, but
said he would not resign as the
congressman from New York's
9th district because although
he had lied to the public about
the incident, he had not broken any laws nor violated congressional ethics rules.
Since Weiner's press conference, most Republicans and
many leading Democrats have
been calling for Weiner to
step down. The congressman
refuses to resign but has asked
for a leave of absence from
the House of Representatives
to seek medical treatment—
though treatment for what
was not specifically said.
This story makes me sad,

as I have long been an admirer and supporter of Weiner's
work in the HR. He has been
someone who has repeatedly
taken to the HR floor to promote and defend issues of significance to America's working class and poor people. My
personal favorite Weiner congressional moment came during the debate over the James
Zadroga 9/11 Health and
Compensation Act—which
was a bill to provide health
care to the police officers and
firefighters who responded
to the call at the World Trade
Center on September 11,
2001—in which he screamed
at his Republican counteiparts
to vote yes if they believed the
bill was the right thing to do.
The Republicans in the HR
still voted down the bill, but
Weiner's righteous indignation
seemed genuine, and in my
opinion, is the kind of conviction Democrats in the HR, as
well as the U.S. Senate, need to
call upon more often
I always hate to see a politician's career (regardless of
party affiliation) end due to
failings in his or her personal
life which do not affect his or

her job performance. It is a
standard that we do not ordinarily apply to many other
professions, though this may
be largely due to the fact we
don't usually know the private
business of people in other
professions. Your doctor may
be tweeting pictures of his privates all over the Internet for
all you know,
I applaud Weiner's decision to not resign because
his is a much needed voice in
Congress, and while what he
did may be creepy, it is not illegal. However, if more pictures
continue to emerge, the situation could become a major
distraction the Democrats do
not need going into a presidential election year. If so,
Weiner may be forced to step
down to minimize the damage to his party's reputation
whether or not it is right that
he should have to do so. I support Anthony Weiner, but to
prove he is a team player, he
may have to take himself out
of the game.

Respond to Matthew at
thenews@bgnews.com
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Weiner's career should be remembered for successes
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■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
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Rec.
Not everyone likes running
outside in 90-degree weather.
The Rec's treadmills and track
provide a more comfortable
environment for runners, but
paying for these school-year
luxuries creates a "buffetstyle" atmosphere at the Rec.
Students who pay the extra
money feel tile need to get
the most for their dollar.
Think of the Rec as a
nightclub. All students taking eight or more credit
hours can be considered
21. Students taking under
eight credit hours can be
considered "underage."
The charge makes the
University seem more like a
downtown business and less
like a University that should
care for its students wellbeing and physical fitness
instead of making a profit.
The editorial board understands the University needs
to maintain the Rec and turn
a profit, but it should do so
without penalizing students
who are trying to stay fit.
It makes sense that the
University would charge
non-traditional summer students (such as students who
do not attend the University
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Former Falcon
within one victory
of Stanley Cup

It hasn't been easy for Kevin Bieksa.

BYRON MACK I THEKttWS

TYLERS1ABIIE I IHteGNEWS

Matt Schilz, Trent Hurley to battle for Falcons' starting quarterback job as season approaches
By Ryan SatkowUk
Sports Editor

Redshirt sophomore Matt Schilz won the starting quarterback job last
summer, but suffered an AC joint injury in the third game of the season
against Marshall. He played in 10 games, throwing for 2,223 yards with eight
touchdowns and 14 interceptions, completing 60.7 percent of his passes.
Competing with Schilz is redshirt freshman Trent Hurley, who ascended to

For the second year in a row, the Falcons do not have a starting quarterback
heading into preseason camp.
However, unlike last season, only two quarterbacks will be vying for
the starting job, as opposed to the four who were last year. In addition, the
Falcons will have starting experience returning.

See FOOTBALL | Page 10

Berti, Gerdeman selected in MLB draft
By Nick Marlow
Reporter

The baseball team lost two integral points in its lineup Sunday
through the signing of MLB contracts by juniors Jon Berti and
Ross Gerdeman.
With the 559th pick in the 18th
round of the 2011 MLB Draft
Tuesday, the Toronto Blue Jays
selected Berti. Gerdeman was
drafted the next day in the 35th
round as the 1,054th overall pick
by the Arizona Diamondbacks.
Both players signed contracts
with their respective teams
Sunday morning.
While Gerdeman's stock was
essentially unknown leading up to
the draft, manager Danny Schmitz
said the coaching staff was fairly
certain Berti would be drafted.

FACEBOOK

The former high school phenomenon had already been drafted in 2008 after his senior season
in the 36th round by the Oakland
A's, but forewent the draft to play
college ball at the University.
In his three seasons at BG Berti
has accumulated remarkable
statistics. He holds the records
for career triples (17), hits in a
season (93), highest batting average in a season (.423), and has
tied the record for most triples
in a season twice (6). He finished
his college career with a career
batting average of .386.
Having completed his third productive season as a Falcon, Berti
has decided it is time to move on
to new horizons.
"I accomplished a lot in my
three years at Bowling Green and it
seemed like this was a good oppor-

Jon
Berti

Ross
Gerdeman
Drafted in the 35th
round by the Arizona
Diamondbacks.

Drafted in the
18th round by the
Toronto Blue Jays.

tunity to start my professional
career," Berti said.
Meanwhile. Gerdeman — in
being drafted — is the embodiment of a true underdog as his
path towards professional ball was
far less promising.
"Ross is a really remarkable story
because Ross came to us as a walk
on," Schmitz said.
Gerdeman's college career was
not prolific in the beginning, as
he finished his freshman season
with a 10.23 ERA and the opposition hitting .374 against him. But
the 6-foot 3-inch righty showed

TWITTER

an incredible amount of improvement in his next two seasons finishing with a 5.20 ERA in 2010,
and a team best 3.57 ERA in this
season passed.
In his final four outings,
Gerdeman posted a 1.20 ERA
and 12 strikeouts in 15 innings
of work, and Schmitz said he was
consistently touching the low 90s
with his fastball.
The call Gerdeman received
last Wednesday from the
See DRAFT | Page 10

TENNIS

The former Falcon defenseman has
fought through adversity, injuries and
rampant trade rumors throughout his
career, but has been a central force
on a Vancouver Canucks team that is
one win from its first Stanley Cup in
franchise history.
While never a superstar in college,
he made a name for himself playing
for the Falcons. In 147 college games
from 2000 to 2004, he registered 24
goals and 51 assists. He was a fifth
round pick of the Canucks following
his freshman season.
While he has not been a model
of consistent health over his career,
missing 16 games this season and 27
games in 2009-10, Bieksa has come
alive for Vancouver in the playoffs.
His five postseason goals are most
in the playoffs among dcfensemen,
and his plus-8 on-ice rating is a teamhigh. While many of the team's superstars, namely the Sedin twins, have
been non-factors in the finals, Bieksa
has been a consistent force on the ice
despite registering only one point.
Playing without season-long defensive partner Dan Hamhuis for much
of the series, Bieksa has consistently
been on the ice against the top line of
the Boston Bruins. While his minus-4
rating in three road games may paint
a different picture, it must be considered that Canucks' goalie Roberto
Luongo has played like a nervous
child in those games, allowing multiple 'soft' goals.
Bieksa, like the rest of his team,
has played much better at home,
with a plus-2 rating in three Finals
home games, and has played an
integral part of a unit that has
allowed Boston to score only twice
in those games.
While the Stanley Cup Finals
have been a series mired by cheap
shots — namely Alex Burrows biting
Patrice Bergeron and the taunts that
ensued, and Aaron Rome's late hit
knockout blow to Nathan Horton —
Bieksa is among the few players who
has not engaged in extracurricular
antics on the ice.
Even though he has a tough guy
reputation — he once had 192 penalty minutes in an American Hockey
League season — a cooler head prevailed for him in the Finals. While
he has 51 penalty minutes in the
postseason, only 14 have come
against Boston. And even then, 10
of those came in the brouhaha that
was Game 3.
What the future holds for Bieksa is
unclear. An unrestricted free agent
in the summer, he will be able to
dictate where he wants to spend his
early 30s playing.
Common knowledge would be that
he wants to stay in Vancouver, a beautiful Pacific Northwest city and fantastic hockey town. But with Bieksa surely due a raise from the $3.5 million he
made this year and large chunks of
money already committed to the core
of the team, that is something that
may not be in the cards.
Wherever he ends up, he will continue to do his alma mater proud.
After a Game 5 victory, where Bieksa
had the primary assist on the only
goal of the game, he talked with
NBC's Pierre McGuire on the ice
after the game. The line that sticks
out to me most is when McGuire
asks ... or more so tells him, "There
are a lot of people at Bowling Green
University pretty happy for you right
now, Kevin."
Couldn't have been more spot-on.

MEN'S SOCCER
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PIC E3 EVEN
Expo unveiled upcoming gadgets and games out in time for Christmas
Compiled By Matt Liaisa
Pulse Editor

The Electronic Entertainment Expo, E3, announced many upcoming releases for the world of video
games. The expo took place at the Los Angeles Convention Center June 7, where nerds and noobs
united over the biggest announcements. Below is a list of some of the upcoming must-haves.

3

Nintendo WiiU
Out Holiday 2011
Nintendo's successor to the
Wii, which will also be a touchscreen handheld.

i . .
GOTHIC: Bowling Green Resident Amanda "Panda" Leverenz feels for the skull
pinata at Uptown during Goth Night Festivities last Wednesday evening

"Batman: Arkham City"
Out Oct. 18
In this installment, you
will be able to alternate
between playing Batman
and Catwoman.

"Mario Kart 3DS"
Out holiday 2011
New racing elements have
been added to the already
popular series.

"Call of Duty: Modern
Warfare 3"
Out Nov. 8
This installment will allow
the player to fight terrorist
groups in Paris, London and
New York.

Also announced was
a new installment in the

By Jan* Burichin
Pulse Reporter

For George Baker, the second Wednesday night of
every month is a little darker
than others.
Since 1999, Goth Night has
been hosted at the upstairs bar
of Uptown/Downtown and
has grown popular among
students at the University.
Students like Baker have
become regulars at the oncea-month celebration.
"I have been going for the
past three years, and I have
loved every time I have gone
because it always feels like
a family experience to me,"
Baker said. "We all get like a
close-knit family and always

Sources:
http://wuw.e3expo.com/
http://bhg.ganws.yahoo.com/blog/759-the-fiUure-is-now-ten-must-haivs-you-ll-be-playiug-lhis-year
hnp:llivww.foxnews.comlscitech/20lll06IUI7-things-didnt-know-about-nimendo-wii-ul?test=faces

New ingredients offer
cooks time to geek out

Downtown bar unites
goths on Wednesdays

"Tomb Raider" series, "Halo
4," "Battlefield 3," a new
chapter of "The Legend of
Zelda" and a new "1 Iitman."
More games can be found at
e3expo.com.

have fun."
The organizer of Goth
Night at Uptown/Downtown
goes by the stage name
Thanatos F.ikonoklast.
Eikonoklast first started
in organizing Goth Night
20 years ago when he was
working at the University by
broadcasting the sets that
were played at Goth Night
over the University's radio
station. Now Eikonoklast
has "taken over" Goth
Night and the culture has
changed from gothic to
electronic music.
"In the '90s it was Goth but
there is also a separate culture
called Rivet, and that culture
See GOTH | Page 7

MEDIA
REVIEWS

Edible lavender gives flavor to different dishes

Whenever I discover a new
ingredient, I always geek
out about it. I'll read up on
its history, scour countless
cookbooks and websites
for recipes that include it
and inevitably create new
dishes honoring it as the
focal flavor.
Such is the case with
edible lavender.
Known for its medicinal
purposes, such as relieving
headaches and anxiety, lavender also has many culinary applications. Its sweet,
floral notes are perfect for
ice creams, shortbreads
and brownies. Lavender
is great for savory dishes,
too, such as in spice rubs for
lamb or beef.
Perhaps the easiest and
most versatile way to prepare lavender is to make
simple syrup with it. My
favorite recipe comes from
Jessica B. Harris' "The

Martha's Vineyard Table."
Bring six cups of water to a
boil with a half cup of lavender buds, simmer for five
minutes and steep lavender buds for an additional
five minutes. Strain liquid
through a sieve, making
sure all the liquid from the
flowers is released. Add
three cups of sugar to the
liquid and cook over low
heat, stirring consistently,
for five minutes. Let syrup
cool before use.
While the syrup is perfect
for lemonades and summer
cocktails, I actually like to
freeze it and cautiously add
it as ice to drinks. (A little
bit of lavender goes a long
way. Be warned: using too
much will result in a soaplike flavor.)
Lavender simple syrup
is also great in homemade whipped cream
and brownies.
Edible lavender is available at Calico, Sage and
Thyme, and once you try
cooking and baking with
it, I promise you'll geek out
about it too.

HTTP//WWW MOVKEVtR COW

BY JONATHAN KEILHOLZ
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Remember those awkward preteen years?
I.J. Abrams and Steven
Spielberg do. Growth
spurts mixed with voice
cracking and raging hormones yield possibly the
trickiest stage of growing up. But what comes
with armpit hair and zits
is something special: a
dreamlike understanding
of the world.
The childhood nostalgia
of director/writer Abrams
and executive producer
Spielberg are reinvented by
an ensemble of wannabe
filmmakers in this weekend's box office hit "Super
8." The 1979 ensemble is
lead by Joe Lamb (newcomer Joel Courtney), a wideeyed "every boy" character.
In a powerfui yet quasi-

Back in 1998 two of
Detroit's top emcees
formed a group called Bad
Meets Evil.
After a few tracks together the duo disbanded to
pursue two extremely different fates — one rapper
dealt with years of record
label problems while dominating the underground rap
scene, the other became the
best selling music act of the
past decade.
These two rappers are
none other than Royce Da
5'9" and Eminem. The two
collaborated on a major
release for the first time on
Eminem's 1999 debut, and
they promised they'd "see
you in hell for the sequel."
This brings us to their
nine-track EP (11 tracks if
you get the deluxe edition),

See SUPER 81 Page 7

See HEU | Page 7

BYMATTUASSE

"Pirates of the Caribbean
On Stranger Tides"
RatedPG-13,2 horn. 17 minutes
(12:10)(5:1O)65O.955

"SuperB"
Rated PG-13,1 hour, 52 minutes
0215) (550)7:10,1010

BY BYRON MACK

It all started with a 'big
bang,' and that bang was
between Penny and Raj.
The fourth season of "The
Big Bang Theory" wrapped
up a couple weeks ago, and
the DVD will be released
in September, right before
the fifth season starts. The
season, like the others that
came before it, proves why
this is one of the smartest
comedies on television.
Until the final moments,
that is. Penny, a popular
aspiring actress working at
the Cheesecake Factory, and
Raj, an Indian astrophysicist
who cannot talk to women
without being drunk, woke
up next to each other,
remembering nothing from
the night before.
It was at this time fans of
the show may have rolled

THIS WEEK IN BOWLING GREEN
Movie shovrtinics at the jma*
"The rkigwer Part f
Rat^R.1rour,42rrinutes
0135)f205)(435)72O,1OO5

nrrt>//www GAMEON CO UK/
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See BIG BANG I
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In 1992 the first in the
"Mortal Kombat" series
was released. In those 19
years, there have been 20
games with blood-spattered fatalities released.
Longtime fans of the
series will feel right at home
as the game is brutal, gory
and downright bloody.
Bones get broken, skulls get
crushed and even livers get
frozen and shattered.
The combos and special attacks are relatively
simple to execute, creating
a very fluid and solid fighting experience. With the
right amount of timing and
practice, players can string
together combos and special
attacks inflicting some serious damage.
There are also a number
of different game modes and
See KOMBAT | Page 7

THEY SAID IT
"X-Mert first Class"
Rated PG-13.2 hours 11 minutes
(12fl0)(520) 700,1000
"(prices)

"No specific job or career
goal defines me.
-Conan O'Brien

1
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THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT:

THEBGNEWS SUDOKU

TRACY MORGAN APOLOGIZES FOR HOMOPHOBIC RANT

After a week of bad
press, "30 Rock" star Tracy
Morgan apologized for his
recent homophobic rant at
a Nashville, Tenn. show.
During
the
show,
Morgan said he'd "pull
out a knife" on his son if
he were gay. He also said
gays need to stop bringing
attention to bullying.
"The truth is if 1 had a gay
son, I would love him just as
much as if he was straight,"
Morgan said in his apology.
"I don't care if you love the
same sex as long as you have

6 2

the ability to love someone."
Morgan will return to
Nashville to apologize in
person to the audience
he offended.
His "30 Rock" co-stars
also made statements.
Cheyenne Jackson, who
is gay, said he was "disgusted and appalled."
Tina Hey also spoke
about Morgan.
"I hope for his sake that
Tracy's apology will be
accepted as sincere by his
gay and lesbian co-workers,"
she said.

GOTH
From Page 6
and Goth culture merged
in the 2000s and we started
calling it Goth Industrial,"
Eikonoklast said. "One of the
things we have tried to do is
bring back the Rave."
At Uptown/Downtown,
the first Wednesday of every
month is Rave, the second
Wednesday is Goth, the
third Wednesday is Rivet
and the fourth Wednesday
is a mixture of all of these,
Eikonoklast said.
Frequency Mutineers has
been the resident DJ crew
since 2007 featuring electronic and industrial dance
music on Goth Night.
Eikonoklast starts by setting up decorations at 7 p.m.
while people under the age of
18 are still allowed in the bar.
"We are really big on

SUPER8
From Page 6
cliche scene, lamb tells his
father (Kyle Chandler) that
he wants to help his friends
with their movie instead of
going to summer camp. Of
course this is ultimately not
a difficult choice seeing as
the beautiful Alice Dainard
(Elle Fanning) is the zombie
movie's leading lady, lamb
has his eyes on her.
Once young directors
themselves, the inner-children of Abrams and Spielberg

HELL
From Paqe 6
"Hell: The Sequel."
The two spend most of
the EP trading verses trying
to top each other over production primarily handled
by longtime friend and collaborator Mr. Porter.
Bad Meets Evil thrives
on tracks like "The
Reunion" and "A Kiss."
The former is a track filled
with very politically incorrect (and some would say
misogynistic) verses that
are vintage Em and Royce.
The worst moments
come when the duo tries
to be introspective and
thoughtful.
The Bruno Mars-assisted
"lighters" not only stands
out like a sore thumb on
this rap-a-thon of an EP

are cast primarily as Charles
(Riley Griffiths). I le also has a
crush on Alice, but the majority of the film focuses on his
controlling role as the director. His drive, obsessive compulsiveness and ambition
are irresistible. He's got that
unmistakable youthful desire
to make his dreams come
true. The cynical world and
his coming-of-age have yet to
take that away.
Speaking of growing up,
Lamb is the sheriff's son
who recently lost his mother
in an industrial accident.
This tragedy sets up the

perfect device for a traditional coming-of-age story
which Abrams culminates
in a heartwarming manner. In the film's closing
scenes, Abrams shows that
sometimes it takes a simpleminded kid's perspective
to answer the world's most
challenging questions.
The story would be incomplete without Abrams' sci-fi
magic. While shooting at a
train station, Lamb sees a
truck drive head-on directly into a moving train. The
resulting explosion is crafted
remarkably with gorgeous
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but completely stalls its
momentum.
While Eminem regained
his spot as hip-hop's most
popular act last year, his
rapping ability saw a steep
decline on "Recovery" and
various guest spots. One
track is plagued with the
forced punch line "Tell
Lady Gaga she can quit her
job at the post office, she's
still a male lady."
Royce, on the other hand,
for the most part steals the
show with clever punches
and an in-pocket flow that
has made him one of my
favorite rappers of the past
seven years.
This isn't nearly the project I had hoped it would be,
but given the circumstances that both of these two
rappers are in. it's nice to
see them get back to their
old roots.

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row.column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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KOMBAT
From Page 6
challenges to choose from.
Additionally players can take
the game online and play
against players from across
the world. The game modes
and online play add great
replay value.
Many fan favorite characters have returned as well.
The best moments of the
game are often the most brutal. The special attacks and
fatalities (finishing moves
that cause bones to shatter,
break backs and dismember
torsos) will leave your jaw
dropped and wanting more.

cinematography and eyeopening visuals. You will be
shocked.
Youthful fervor and sci-fi
fantasy mesh together beautifully in what will most
likely be this summer's best
flick. Like "EX" and "Stand
By Me," "Super 8" conjures
up our often forgotten childhoods: the ups mixed with the
downs. The innocence mixed
with the guilt. The squeaky
voices mixed with the facial
hair. But most importantly
that crucial youthful perspective mixed with an irresistible
appetite for life.

The game is not without

BIG BANG
their eyes and began to get
annoyed. The show, which
usually focuses on the funny,
hit a nerve when this scene
came up.
Penny, who is still dealing
with the emotional distress of
her ex-boyfriend Leonard dating a new woman, just threw
herself in the most awkward
moment. This created a "Ross
and Rachel" theme for the
show, which may have worked
for "Friends," but doesn't for
"The Big Bang Theory."
Either way, the show
still delivered.
The chemistry between the
characters is well-received
and never fails. The humor
is intelligent and leaves every
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its flaws; the story mode is
downright cheesy. Some of
the fights in story mode are
cheap. Some enemies will
seem to break the rules, making you want lo throw the
controller down.
There are also hundreds
of unlockables in the game,
which may sound great, but
most are worthless. The only
things really worth unlocking are fatalities and character skins. A majority of the
unlocks are just production
artwork and game music.
In the end "Mortal Kombat"
is a solid and brutal fighting
game that long-time fans and
newcomers will enjoy. It's a
fun experience that is worth
at least renting.

nerd watching feel at home,
lokes about super heroes,
video games, comic books
and scientific theories are
sprinkled throughout.
And, of course, Sheldon
Cooper is still the show's
best trait, delivering the
funniest lines and most
memorable quotes.
The fourth season
was also memorable for
another reason. Three
words:
Amy
Farrah
Fowler, She's the female
equivalent of Sheldon and
is almost as funny.
This season, the gang find
themselves at an "Indiana
(ones'' screening, join a costume contest as members
of the "Justice League" and
spend the weekend together
at a science convention. It's a
real nerd's paradise.
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Rlhanna "Umbrella" was originally written for
Britney Spears.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

Check us out online at

Betty White has a hot dog named after her at the
family-owned Pink's Hot Dogs.
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8
bringing in the younger
people to teach them about
the equipment and things
like that because eventually they will be of age,"
Eikonoklast said. "We have
permission to let them be
in here until 9 p.m. but
once the doors open, it is
an adult facility of 18 to get
in and 21 to drink."
Like Baker, freshman
Nichelle l.inke enjoys Goth
Night because of the music
as well as the opportunity to
make new friends.
"(Goth Nightl is addictive
because no one judges you for
how you act and you can be
who you want to be without
any fear," Unkc said. "Even
if someone is not goth, they
can still come but it is good to
come if you are goth because
1 have personally made so
many friends who share the
same interests as I do."
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> Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance
> Free High Speed Internet

> 3 Laundromats

> Free Basic Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle

> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

> Air Conditioning

> Free Water & Trash

> Free DVD Library
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& SUMMIT TERRACE
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By Courtnay Kaanan

Reporter
For over a decade the Deparlmenl of Recreation and
Wellness has provided students with an opportunity to get
hands on nutdooi experienujji a»l academic credit. The
Outdoor I'riafkim began in 1999 anil was created by Dr.
irs.
Bryan Or
Program
TheOi
Outdoor
lot I ettert
.ward from
[el said this
r.iti^H Education
an outdoor
i .- the
program across
fa
' the natu
"TheOi
recreational
and communirl
Jerome Gabrie
age student
The Outdoor I
development while pn
pnmental stewardship,
creating opportunities aWI
■ii; students to expand
their boundaries, lo carry out this Hussion the program
has six components: the Freshman wWerness Experience,
the climbing wall, trips, team building. Connect and green
efforts.
Only incoming freshmen have the opportunity to participate in the Freshman Wilderness Experience. The orientation program is a three credit 1000 level class. The
Freshman Wilderness Experience includes a week-long
expedition guided by two upperclassmen and a faculty
member. Freshmen may choose a backpacking or canoeing
expedition.
The Outdoor Program includes some inside activities
like the rock climbing wall. The wall is 35-feet tall and
offers opportunities for novice, intermediate and advanced
climbers. The purchase of a climbing wall membership and
knowledge of basic belay technique and climbing safety is
required for use. With a semester membership, each climber
must take the wall orientation class or demonstrate climbing
knowledge by passing a belay test.
The Outdoor Program offers a variety of programs for students to take part in. However, there are no trips scheduled

1

Jerome
Gabriel
Director
of Outdoor Program

for this summer. The spring semester trips included places
in and out of state. The list of trips included activities such
as toboggan runs in Indiana, rock climbing in Kentucky
and cross country skiing in Findlay. Also available were two
spring break trips, one backpacking in North Carolina and
the other caving in Alabama.
Team building sessions are offered by Outdoor Program
staff members to student organizations and corporations.
"We do a custom designed team building session," said
John Whipple, Outdoor Program staff assistant.
Whipple said the staff has designed team building sessions for corporations such as the Society for Industrial and
Organizational Psychology (SIOP) and First Solar. He also
said team building sessions are popular among athletics,
and they have worked with the women's tennis and swim
team.
"A lot of it is reading your group ... and a lot of it is by the
seat of your pants," Whipple said.
Connect is a new program Whipple started this year,
a completely free program offered to first year students.
Students in Connect participate in a weekend outdoor trip
and attend meetings twice a month.
Gabriel said that Connect is an " ... opportunity to take
students who may struggle and teach them about successful
habits" in the academic, social and health realms.
This program provides an outlet for students to network
and learn through interactions with professors and successful University students along with sessions conducted in
various campus locations. The progratimlunitc^kthe first
21 students who sign up. Whipple said lfl^i|ww:irji
the restriction of members is the In,
for the weekend trip.
See GROUP

Groundskeepers beautify
campus landscapes
Staff has pride in aesthetics of University
By Bobby Waddla
In Focus Editor

With nearly a lifetime of outdoor work experience, Matthew
Minnick is enjoying his job as a
supervisor for the University
Grounds, Recycling and Solid
Wastes team.
"There seems to be no better way
to learn the campus than to work in
the grounds department," Minnick
said. "The classroom experience is
extremely important, but getting
your hands dirty doesn't hurt."
Minnick began his first ground:
job at the age of 14 and cnji>■
working with plants ever
working in a greenhouse
came to the University.
"I don't think you wot
this job if you didn't like,
doors," Minnick said.
Minnick said that it is
take the atmosphere of
for granted until working on it for
the first time. He said that a lot
of the litter is picked up early in
the morning and recalled a new
I worker who thought the campus
||ooked clean at first glance.
"He was out there at 6:30 pick-

ing up the litter and says, 'Holy
cow, I had no idea there was this
much work out there,'" Minnick
said. "Which is what we want. We
want the first impression to be one
of cleanliness and caring."
The grounds appearance is the
first thing people see when coming to campus, Minnick said. The
groundskeeper Eric Zirger said it
is particularly important around
orientation during the summer.
Zirger, a senior health care
major, mows the
northwest ends of
Mongprocessthat
to Thursday.
I crew often
ish-mowing
0 really kind
Zirger said.
ig to Imainpus upkeep and beautiVe of Tiffin, Ohio, Zirger
took the job because he is taking
summer classes at the University
and had experience with outdoor
See MOWING | Page 9

BOBBY
WADDLE
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TAKE A HIKE: Wintergarden Park/St. John's Nature Preserve consists of a forest with
trails people can enjoy The trails cut through the forest, a marsh and a meadow

City parks offer outdoor
nature preserves to enjoy
By Suzanna Andaraon
Copy Chief

Surrounded by plants and lilies on the pond, Sally 1 lart/el
volunteers at Simpson Garden
Park and takes her granddaughter to visit the Children's
Discovery Garden.
"We bring our granddaughter here and she absolutely
loves it."
The Children's Discovery
Garden has many features, like
the porting shed, pond, bridge
and art made by camp partici-

pants in 2008.
The city's green spaces are
available to people of all ages.
Bowling Green Parks and
Recreation has several parks,
preserves and places to soak
in the sun in the city. People
interested in sports can check
out Bowling Green City Park,
Dunbridge Road Soccer Fields
and Carter Park; nature at
Wintergarden Park/St. John's
Nature Preserve, Simpson
See PARKS | Page 9
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Do you ever get that feeling?
The kind where sweat drips
down every inch of your
body as grass bits get caught
on your leg and stain your
socks?
1 get that every time I mow
my lawn, and I wouldn't have
it any other way.
When 1 finish, I am
exhausted and fulfilled.
My lawn looks gorgeous
after a nice trim, and so do
most of the other lawns in
town. It makes going outside
in Bowling Green a treat.
Some of the townspeople
may recognize me as that
boy that walks around the
town all the time. Well, you
have your impeccable landscaping talents to thank for
keeping me outside, and I
thank you for your effort.
Thinking about this made
me begin to wonder what it
would be like to be responsible for an entire campus, and
whether anyone else enjoyed
the being outside as much as
I did.
When I wrote my story
about the grounds team on
campus, everyone I interviewed brimmed with
enthusiasm. For the amount
of time they spend out there
every day, they need to. Their
hard work really shows up in
the open spaces outside of the
library and the Mathematical
Sciences Building, where the
green lawns always show
signs of life even on a hot and
muggy day.
The Outdoor Program also
provides a group of people
with an appreciation for fresh
air and environmental conservation. I was particularly
intrigued at the prospect
of organizations taking its
members on team-building
retreats through the group's
efforts. That goes to show the
power the outdoors can have
on our interpersonal relationships.
Going outside also helps
me to think about things
when I am alone as well.
When 1 go on walks my
stress levels go down because
I love the combination of
open space, fresh air, trees
and even some nice houses
scattered about. Since I consider myself an average person, I figure the health benefits I get out of the outdoors
must apply to others.
My ideas grew as I hiked
through Wintergarden/St.
John's Nature Preserve and
swatted mosquitoes off my
body. Even though this was
annoying, I loved the smell of
the leaves and the canopy of
green leaves that surrounded
me.
It is a nice experience when
I need to get away because
it is rare that I see any fellow students in the forest.
However, I also began to
wonder if any other students
utilize the parks offered by
the city, or if it was something I just knew about as a
townie.
Judging from the amount
of passion students have for
the outdoors in these stories,
I am sure that I am not the
only one to wonder these
things.
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CUT TO PERFECTION: Senior Eric Zirger mows the grass outside of the Mileti Alumni Center on Monday afternoon.

MOWING
From Page 8
maintenance when he played
baseball in high school and
worked on the field.
Zirger said the crew has
done a good job keeping the
campus clean for visitors, such
as Buckeye Boys State, while
working around the current
campus construction.
Another way grounds helps
keep campus clean is by staying "green." Zirger said the
lawn mowers are started up
with diesel fuel, warm up a bit,
and then run on used cooking
oil from dining halls.
The cooking oil also does
not emit caustic chemicals,
something Minnick said is
unique to the University by
developing a filter system that
most other institutions don't
have.
Minnick credited the creators of the system for saving the University money on
expensive diesel fuel as well
as cutting down on emissions.
"It's not without problems,
it's not perfect," Minnick said.
"Everything has its own set
of difficulties, but overall it's
remarkable the leadership

PARKS
From Page 8
Garden Park and Bellard Park;
green spaces are offered and
activities at Raney Playground,
Bowling Green Training
& Community Center and
Conneaut Park Sledding Hill.
The Parks and Recreation
has a brochure of summer
activities for youth and adults.
There are activities for exploration through parks, art,
sports and swim lessons.
Some of the activities
require a small fee, but a few
are free. There are camps for
youth called "Wet-N-Wild
Ocean Style," "Adventures
in Art" and "Lights! Camera!
Action!" The brochure lists
other camps: specialty camps,
safety town, sports camps,
nature camps and programs,
youth programs, adult programs and sports and swim
lessons. 1 lours and pass information is also available for the

that we've done."
Minnick referred to the 1990
Tallories Declaration, which
the University website said
that more than 300 university
officials in over 40 countries
signed the document to take
steps toward environmental
sustainability.
The grounds crew is also
responsible for collecting
recyclables and taking them
to the recycling center as well
as placing recycled plastics
into outdoor objects such as
benches and trash receptacles, according to the website.
Minnick said the University
also makes use of irrigation
systems and recently won an
award for water conservation. The University is in the
process of tying its water systems into a computer, so that
whenever there is a leak, the
system will automatically shut
itself off and an alarm will be
sent by computer to notify the
crew.
"1 always tell people, I'm not
really an environmentalist,
I'm actually a groundskeeper,"
Minnick said. "But I can be a
groundskeeper with an environmental approach."
While the job is enjoyable,
Minnick points out that there

are significant challenges,
such as clearing away snow
during the winter and edging
along the campus' 30 miles of
sidewalk space.
Kyle Knapke, a senior music
education major who also
started work in the summer,
works as an edger which is
also a week-long job.
Knapke said the job helped
him to get to know campus
locations much better, and he
now knows several lots and
building locations by heart.
He also believes that working with the roughly 20 other
students on staff is important
to building teamwork and
community skills in the real
world.
"Everyone around here is
so nice," Knapke said. "That's
one of the top reasons I came
here."
What really lasts with
the students who work on
grounds, Minnick said, is the
tendency for students to pick
up after themselves as well as
developing a deeper connection with the University and
community.
"Working here with students has enriched my liftbeyond belief," Minnick said.

City Park Aquatic Complex.
The brochure is available
online at www.bgohio.org.
Citizens and students can
also enjoy wireless Internet at
the park.
"BGSU students will find
ample places to sit and enjoy
free Wi-fi on the Bl
at the BG Commi
City Park, Slmpsi
Park and WiMerg.

Statement class each year
to help with park development and have made the
Construction Management
Class a vital part of getting
building projects completed
in (he park," Grigore said.
The projects will continue this summer as the
Construction Management
Class designs and builds a
new roof for the pot in the
Children's Discovery Garden
and solves drainage issues on
'Simpson Garden Park trails,
according to Grigore.
I'.n k staff lecture at classes
and work with professors as a
resource for class projects and
field trips.
The parks offer sports,
trails, nature walks, and "...
quiet places to recharge and/
or study, great places to meet
friends and enjoy an outdoor
barbeque, go for a swim or
even walk the dog," Grigore
said. "Our goal is to enrich students' lives through parks and
recreation. You are a vital part

Michelle

Grigore,

Rowling Green Parks and
Recreation.
I Iniversity snideMijJanicipate at the parks b jPJ|>nniug
Parks and Recreation fitness
and recreaBwiarprograms;
working at camps, seasonal
maintenance and the pool;
and helping with sports and
special events for field experiences.
Students run special teen
programs during the school
year at the parks through the
Office of Service Learning.
"We
utilize
the
Environmental
Impact
DI

Speedy ^S^s,
Burnto £iC

"Being cooped up can
lead to higher stress levels.
People are more irritable
and have a shorter fuse
when they can't get outside,"
he said. "When we meet
with clients with depressed
moods, we encourage them
to get outside and be active
as much as possible."
Dworsky said his favorite
and most convenient things
to do ouMklc, when the
weather is nice, are to golfe
bike .iiui play disc golf.
lie ireommend:. doing
activities J^H
golf that
include a <*>H WKDunt of
walking or iffltjF.' but are
inexpensive and simple.
"You're active, you're
mobile, that's really hard to
do when you're feeling anxious and depressed," he said.
People diagnosed with
Seasonal Affective Disorder
consistently experience a
depressed mood through
fall and winter that makes
it hard for them to make an
extra effort to do any outside
activities, Dworsky said. He
recommends getting outside
to get fresh air for an hour
a day to prevent stress and
other serious issues.
"Taking in fresh air
and oxygen is good," said
Faith Yingling, director
of Wellness. "Any physical activity is good for you
mentally. It releases these
endorphins in your body.
That's why it is such a good
stress reliever."
She suggests getting active
outside by doing a range of
things depending on what
you can fit into your schedule, from throwing a frisbee
or football, to going on walks
or bike rides, to joining an
intramural team.
"We live in such an elecExercising outside

screen as the sun and faster dehydration will make your skin more susceptible to sunburn.
■ Terrain—Treadmills are specifically padded to be easier on a runner's joints and are in a controlled environment. Take safety precautions outside and watch for potholes, traffic, uneven
ground, hills and wind resistance.
■ Motivation—A treadmill propels you forward and makes it easier to keep running when you
know you can just stop the machine and be done. Running outside requires more self-motivation. Add variety by running to one telephone pole then walking to the next, for example.
Source: Karyn Smith. University Health Educator
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The Outdoor Program pro motes environmental stewardship through its partnership with the sustainability
program through collaboration of many environmental events. The Freshman
Wilderness Experience is
actively involved in the promotion of sustainable campus programs such as Friday
Night Lights, the Orange
Bike Program and Green
Tailgating.
Leave No Trace education

is a big part of the program's
green efforts. On staff are
two Leave No Trace master
educators who assist over 20
workshops, Leave No Trace
Trainer courses and Master
Educator course, all provided by the Outdoor program.
Gabriel
said
the
Sustainability Coordinator,
Nick Hennessy is a "great
guy. We do a lot of work
with him in our Leave No
Trace Program."
"If you want to do something outdoors, with the rock
wall, or team building, we
can make it happen," Gabriel
said.

Fall 2011 Housing
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
213 tElllOM UPAITREHTS
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COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS
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of Bowling Green and these
are your parks."
Randye
Kreischer,
a
Bowling Green citizen for
30 years, comes to the parks
about once a week and enjoys
several parts of Simpson
Garden Park.
"Hove the Sensory IGarden),
Children's
[Discovery]
Garden," Kreischer said. "I
think that this is a wonderful addition to Bowling Green.
They needed it for a long

Excellent

SpeedijBurritos.com

do is outdoors that takes
you far away from city life
in the woods, far far away
from cell phones."
Mattina said mountain
biking, which he has done
for eight years, is his favorite way to get active outside. He said it is simple
enough that he can spend
a couple hours to a whole
day doing it depending on
what he can squeeze into
his busy schedule.
"If 1 go to the Rec, I'm
focused on just working
out because I have to,"
Mattina said. "An outdoor
activity is like a game. It
takes your mind off of the
number of calories your
burning and you see the
wonders of nature."
People have started to
lose their connection with
the outdoors over the past
decade, Gabriel said.
"People don't typically
go out to Yellowstone anymore for vacation," he said.
"They go to Great Wolf
Lodge to stay inside to play
in the water."
Because of this disconnect, he said it is harder for
students to understand why
we should be sustainable
or preserving of resources
when the students don't
directly see what it is they
could be saving in nature.
Staff assistant Whipple
said the program has provided him with mountaintop experiences that are
difficult to describe in a few
words. His favorite mountaintop experience is actually "watching the outdoor
heroin take over people and
having them become addicted," he said.
Watching that passion and
that fire for being in nature
grow in other people who are
newly exposed to it is really
cool to see, he added.

■ Air Conditioning—If you go outside into the humidity, you are more prone to heat exhaustion. To avoid this, warm up in air conditioning and start transitionmg your run outside by
running only 10 to 15 minutes outside. Gradually work up to longer intervals outside.
■ Hydration—Find a way to carry water with you or stop (or frequent water breaks. Wear sun-

Shamrock Village Studios
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tronic world," she said.
"Everything is at our fingertips and there are a lot of
demands for productivity
placed on us. Sometimes
we forget the simple things
we can do."
Yingling said one of her
favorite things to do is to
take long walks at one of the
nearby metro parks, because
she said she could debrief
mentally while also taking in
the wildlife and fresh air and
doing some physical activity.
"It's a balance of physical
and mental well-being." she
said. "Finding that balance
it not always an easy thing to
■B... That's why we have the
Eevuajresourceson campus
■ur%eJpwith thai
" Ttie University offers several resources that can pro
Fv'ide services for students,
■acuity and staff related to
getting outside and being
active, including Recreation
and Wellness, the Health
Center, the Psychological
Services Center and several
recreational programs.
Seniors John Whipple and
Dan Martina have gotten
involved with the Outdoor
Program to take advantage
of the outdoor opportunities
provided by the University.
The Outdoor Program is
a part of Recreation and
Wellness that runs outdoor
trips, a climbing wall, team
building experiences and
custom trips.
"If it's an outdoor activity, we do it," said Jerome
Gabriel, director of the
program. "We want to
promote healthy and
active lifestyles using the
outdoors as a medium."
The activities include
rock climbing, caving, white
water rafting and canoeing.
"It's a renewing experience for me," Mattina said,
the student supervisor for
the program. "A lot that we
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By Courtney Keenan

Jerome
Gabriel

Reporter

Director
Tor over a decade the Department of Recreation and
W'clliu'ss has provided Students with an opportunity to get
hands-on outdoor experiences and academic credit. The
Outdoor l'rugnim began in 1999 and was created by Dr.
I5ry.ni ( a\ ins, fojmer vice president ol studerjt affairs.
I he Outdoor PrijgramreceivertilieDuvidJ. Webb Piojitain
I xcellence Award from uV Association ol outdooi
. n.i'ion and Education in fall 2009. Gabriel said this
v.ii.l .- the highest nationalflwardgreen to an mud
[h'i :,■ nun program and is given only to one |)ii)i:i.mi ,i. in' ibeiiainineachyear.
I in'i luidoorProg^niisheretoprovlOBeducjUMnalanil
[ecie.itional nupo^r experience to students, faculty, stall
ami ii i] mi ini m v members living in Northwest Ohio -.ml
h lonn (, ibrii I director of the Outdoor Program
I he Utitdooi I'rogram's mission is to encourage student
development while promotingemfcnunental stewardship,
i leaiine, oppoilunilii's and chaDengTii.e students tu expand
their boundaries. To carry out thb mission the program
has six components: the Freshman Wilderness Fxperience,
the climbing wall, trips, team building. Connect and green
efforts.
Only incoming freshmen have the opportunity to participate in the Freshman Wilderness Fxperience. The orientation program is a three credit 1000 level class. The
Freshman Wilderness Fxperience includes a week-long
expedition guided by two upperclassmen and a faculty
member. Freshmen may choose a backpacking or canoeing
expedition.
The Outdoor Program includes some inside activities
like the rock climbing wall. The wall is 35-feet tall and
offers opportunities for novice, intermediate and advanced
climbers. The purchase of a climbing wall membership and
knowledge of basic belay technique and climbing safety is
required for use. With a semester membership, each climber
must lake the wall orientation class or demonstrate climbing
knowledge by passing a belay test.
I he Outdoor Program offers a variety of programs for students to take part in. 1 lowever, there are no trips scheduled

of Outdoor Program

for this summer. The spring semester trips included places
in and out of state. The list of trips included activities such
as toboggan runs in Indiana, rock climbing in Kentucky
and cross country skiing in Findlay. Also available were two
spring break trips, one backpacking in North Carolina and
the other caving in Alabama.
Team building sessions are offered by Outdoor Program
staff members to student organizations and corporations.
"We do a custom designed team building session." said
lohn Whipple. Outdoor Program staff assistant.
Whipple said the staff has designed team building sessions for corporations such as the Society for Industrial and
Organizational Psychology (SIOP) and First Solar. I le also
said team building sessions are popular among athletics,
and they have worked with the women's tennis and swim
team.
"A lot of it is reading your group ... and a lot of it is by the
seat of your pants." Whipple said.
Connect is a new program Whipple started this year,
a completely free program offered to first year students.
Students in Connect participate in a weekend outdoor trip
and attend meetings twice a month.
(iabriel said that Connect is an " ... opportunity to take
students who may struggle and teach them about successful
habits" in the academic, social and health realms.
This program provides an outlet for students to network
and learn through interactions with professors and successful University students along with sessions conducted in
various campus locations. The prograrr^hmiteJBkthe first
21 students who sign up. Whipple said them«>ijltoehinil
the restriction of members is the limjb^Rl
Mli'
for the weekend trip.
See GROUP |P*

Groundskeepers beautify
campus landscapes
Staff has pride in aesthetics of University
By Bobby Waddle
In Focus Editor

With nearly a lifetime of outdoor work experience, Matthew
Minnick is enjoying his job as a
supervisor for the University
Grounds, Recycling and Solid
Wastes team.
"There seems to be no better way
to learn the campus than to work in
the grounds department," Minnick
said. "The classroom experience is
extremely important, but getting
your hands dirty doesn't hurt."
Minnick began his first groundi
job at the age of 14 and enjoyq
working with plants ever
working in a greenhouse
came to the University.
"I don't think you WOtll
this job if you didn't like
doors," Minnick said.
Minnick Bail I that it is earn n>
take the atmosphere of campus
for granted until working on it for
the first time. He said that a lot
of the litter is picked up early in
the morning and recalled a new
| worker who thought the campus
yooked clean at first glance.
"He was out there at 6:30 pick-

ing up the litter and says, Holy
cow, 1 had no idea there was this
much work out there," Minnick
said. "Which is what we want. We
want the first impression to be one
of cleanliness and caring."
The grounds appearance is the
first thing people see when coming to campus, Minnick said. The
groundskeeper Eric Zirger said it
is particularly important around
orientation during the summer.
Zirger, a senior health care
administraijon major, mows the
northwest ends of
k Inni;process that
toy to Thursday,
ng crew often
push-mowing
een really kind
Zirger said,
ying to (mainpus upkeep and beauti
i of Tiffin, Ohio. Zirger
took the job because he is taking
summer classes at the University
and had experience with outdoor
See MOWING | Page 9

TAKE A HIKE: Wintergaroen Park/St John's Nature Preserve consists ol a forest with
trails people can enjoy The trails cut through the forest, a marsh and a meadow

City parks offer outdoor
nature preserves to enjoy
By Suzanna Andarson
Copy Chief

Surrounded by plants and lilies on the pond, Sally Hartzel
volunteers at Simpson Garden
Park and takes her granddaughter to visit the Children's
Discovery Garden.
"We bring our granddaughter here and she absolutely
loves it."
The Children's Discovery
Garden has many features, like
the potting shed, pond, bridge
and art made by camp partici-

pants in 2008.
The city's green spaces are
available to people of all ages.
Bowling Green Parks and
Recreation has several parks,
preserves and places to soak
in the sun in the city. People
interested in sports can check
out Bowling Green City Park,
Dunbridge Road Soccer Fields
and Carter Park; nature at
Wintergarden Park/St. John's
Nature Preserve, Simpson
See PARKS | Page 9
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Do you ever get that feeling?
The kind where sweat drips
down every inch of your
body as grass bits get caught
on your leg and stain your
socks?
I get that every time 1 mow
my lawn, and I wouldn't have
it any other way.
When I finish, I am
exhausted and fulfilled.
My lawn looks gorgeous
after a nice trim, and so do
most of the other lawns in
town. It makes going outside
in Bowling Green a treat.
Some of the townspeople
may recognize me as that
boy that walks around the
town all the time. Well, you
have your impeccable landscaping talents to thank for
keeping me outside, and I
thank you for your effort.
Thinking about this made
me begin to wonder what it
would be like to be responsible for an entire campus, and
whether anyone else enjoyed
the being outside as much as
I did.
When I wrote my story
about the grounds team on
campus, everyone I interviewed brimmed
with
enthusiasm. For the amount
of time they spend out there
every day, they need to. Their
hard work really shows up in
the open spacesoutside of the
library and the Mathematical
Sciences Building, where the
green lawns always show
signs of life even on a hot and
muggy day.
The Outdoor Program also
provides a group of people
with an appreciation for fresh
air and environmental conservation. I was particularly
intrigued at the prospect
of organizations taking its
members on team-building
retreats through the group's
efforts. That goes to show the
power the outdoors can have
on our interpersonal relationships.
Going outside also helps
me to think about things
when I am alone as well.
When I go on walks my
stress levels go down because
1 love the combination of
open space, fresh air, trees
and even some nice houses
scattered about. Since I consider myself an average person, 1 figure the health benefits 1 get out of the outdoors
must apply to others.
My ideas grew as I hiked
through Wintergarden/St.
John's Nature Preserve and
swatted mosquitoes off my
body. Even though this was
annoying, I loved the smell of
the leaves and the canopy of
green leaves that surrounded
me.
It is a nice experience when
I need to get away because
it is rare that I see any fellow students in the forest.
However. I also began to
wonder if any other students
utilize the parks offered by
the city, or if it was something I just knew about as a
townie.
Judging from the amount
of passion students have for
the outdoors in these stories,
I am sure that I am not the
only one to wonder these
things.

FOCUS
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tronic world," she said. do is outdoors that takes
"Everything is at our fin- you far away from city liftgertips and there are a lot of in the woods, far far away
demands for productivity from cell phones."
Mattina said mountain
placed on us. Sometimes
we forget the simple things biking, which he has done
for eight years, is his favorwe can do."
Yingling said one of her ite way to get active outfavorite things to do is to side. He said it is simpletake long walks at one of the enough that he can spend
nearby metro parks, because a couple hours to a whole
she said she could debrief day doing it depending on
mentally while also taking in what he can squeeze into
the wildlife and fresh air and his busy schedule.
"If I go to the Rec, I'm
doing some physical activity.
"It's a balance of physical focused on just working
and mental well-being," she out because I have to,"
said, finding that balance Mattina said. "An outdoor
is not always an easy I hing to activity is like a game. It
do.. That's why we have the takes your mind off of the
^evoal resources on campus number of calories your
burning and you see the
to help with thai
The University offers sev- wonders of nature."
People have started to
eral resources that can provide services for students, lose their connection with
faculty and staff related to the outdoors over the past
getting outside and being decade, Gabriel said.
"People don't typically
active, including Recreation
and Wellness, the Health go out to Yellowstone anyCenter, the Psychological more for vacation." he said.
Services Center and several "They go to Great Wolf
recreational programs.
Lodge to stay inside to play
Seniors |ohn Whipple and in the water.'1
Because of this disconDan Mattina have gotten
involved with the Outdoor nect, he said it is harder for
Program to take advantage students to understand why
of the outdoor opportunities we should be sustainable
provided by the University. or preserving of resources
The Outdoor Program is when the students don't
a part of Recreation and directly see what it is they
Wellness that runs outdoor could be saving in nature.
Staff assistant Whipple
trips, a climbing wall, team
building experiences and said the program has provided him with mountaincustom trips.
"If it's an outdoor activ- top experiences that are
ity, we do it," said lerome difficult to describe in a few
Gabriel, director of the words. His favorite mounprogram. "We want to taintop experience is actupromote healthy and ally "watching the outdoor
active lifestyles using the heroin take over people and
having them become addictoutdoors as a medium."
The activities include ed." he said.
Watching that passion and
rock climbing, caving, whitethat fire for being in nature
water rafting and canoeing,
"It's a renewing experi- grow in other people who are
ence for me." Mattina said, newly exposed to it is really
the student supervisor for cool to see, he added.
the program. "A lot that we

ACTIVE
From Page I

"Being cooped up can
lead to higher stress levels.
People are more irritable
and have a shorter fuse
when they can't get outside,"
he said. "When we meet
with clients with depressed
moods, we encourage them
to get outside and be active
as much as possible."
Dworsky said his favorite
and most convenient things
to do outakie. when the
weathei is nice, are to golt.
bike and play disc gull.
Hi 11 commends doing
ai m iiirs like disc golf that
include .i decent amount of
BYRONMACKI IHI BC.NUVS
walking in activity but are
CUT TO PERFECTION: Senior Eric Zirger mows the grass outside of the Mileti Alumni Center on Monday afternoon.
inexpensive and simple.
"You're active, you're
mobile, that's really hard to
that we've done."
are significant challenges,
do when you're feeling anxMinnick referred to the 1990 such as clearing away snow
From Page 8
ious and depressed," he said.
Tallories Declaration, which during the winter and edging
People diagnosed with
the University website said along the campus' 30 miles of
maintenance when he played that more than 300 university sidewalk space.
Seasonal Affective Disorder
baseball in high school and officials in over -10 countries
consistently experience a
Kyle Knapke, a senior music
worked on the field.
depressed mood through
signed the document to take education major who also
fall and winter that makes
Zirger said the crew has steps toward environmental started work in the summer,
done a good job keeping the sustainability.
works as an edger which is
it hard for them to make an
campus clean for visitors, such
The grounds crew is also also a week-long job.
extra effort to do any outside
as Buckeye Boys State, while responsible for collecting
activities, Dworsky said. He
Knapke said the job helped
recommends getting outside
working around the current recyclables and taking them him to get to know campus
to get fresh air for an hour
campus construction.
to the recycling center as well locations much better, and he
Another way grounds helps as placing recycled plastics now knows several lots and i a day to prevent stress and
keep campus clean is by stay- into outdoor objects such as building locations by heart.
other serious issues.
ing "green." Zirger said the benches and trash receptaHe also believes that work"Taking in fresh air
lawn mowers are started up cles, according to the website. ing with the roughly 20 other
and oxygen is good," said
with diesel fuel, warm up a bit,
Faith Yingling, director
Minnick said the University students on staff is important
of Wellness. "Any physiand then run on used cooking also makes use of irrigation to building teamwork and
cal activity is good for you
oil from dining halls.
systems and recently won an community skills in the real
The cooking oil also does award for water conserva world.
mentally. It releases these
not emit caustic chemicals, tion. the University is in the
endorphins in your body.
"Everyone around here is
something Minnick said is process of tying its water sys- so nice." Knapke said. 'That's i That's why it is such a good
unique to the University by tems into a computer, so that one of the top reasons I came
stress reliever."
She suggests getting active
developing a filter system that whenever there is a leak, the here."
most other institutions don't system will automatically shut
outside by doing a range of
What really lasts with
things depending on what
have.
itself off and an alarm will be the students who work on
you can fit into your schedMinnick credited the cre- sent by computer to notify the grounds, Minnick said, is the
ule, from throwing a frisbee
ators of the system for sav- crew.
tendency for students to pick
or football, to going on walks
ing the University money on
"1 always tell people. I'm not up after themselves as well as
or bike rides, to joining an
expensive diesel fuel as well really an environmentalist. developing a deeper connecintramural team.
as cutting down on emissions. I'm actually a grnundskeepei," tion with the University and
"We live in such an elecit's not without problems, Minnick said. "But I can be a community.
it's not perfect," Minnick said. grnundskeepei with an enviWorking here with stuExercising outside
"Everything has its own set ronmental approach."
dents has enriched my life
of difficulties, but overall it's
While the job is enjoyable, beyond belief." Minnick said.
■ Air Conditioning—If you go outside into the humidity, you are more prone to heat exhausremarkable the leadership Minnick points out that there
tion. To avoid this, warm up in air conditioning and start transitioning your run outside by

MOWING

running only 10 to 15 minutes outside. Gradually work up to longer intervals outside.
■ Hydration—Find a way to carry water with you or stop for frequent water breaks. Wear sun-

PARKS
From

Garden Park and Bellard Hark;
green spaces are offered and
activities at Raney Playground,
Bowling Green Training
& Community Center and
Conneaut Park Sledding Hill.
The Parks and Recreation
has a brochure of summer
activities for youth and adults.
There are activities for exploration through parks, art.
sports and swim lessons.
Some of the activities
require a small fee, but a few
are free. There are camps for
youth called "Wet-N-Wild
Ocean Style," "Adventures
in Art" and "Lights! Camera!
Action!" The brochure lists
other camps: specialty camps,
safety town, sports camps,
nature camps and programs,
youth programs, adult programs and sports and swim
lessons. I lours and pass information is also available for the

City Park Aquatic Complex.
The brochure is available
online at www.bgohio.org.
Citizens and students can
also enjoy wireless Internet at
the park.
"BGSU students will find
ample places to sit and enjoj
free Wi-fi on the 1IG fie.' Nil
at the BG Community Center,
City Park. Simpson Garden
Park and Winteigarden," said
Michelle Grigore, director
of Bowling Green Parks and
Recreation.
University students participate ai the parks by running
Parks and Recreation titness
and recreational piograms:
working at camps, seasonal
maintenance and the pool;
and helping with sports and
special events for field experiences.
Students run special teen
programs during the school
year at the parks through the
Office of Service learning.
"We
utilize
the
Environmental
Impact

Speedy «3^
Burnto %jjf

Statement class each year
to help with park development and have made the
Construction Management
Class a vital part of getting
building projects completed
in the park," Grigore said.
The projects will continue this summer as the
Construction Management
Class designs and builds a
new roof for the pot in the
Children's Discovery Garden
and solves drainage issues on
Simpson Garden Park trails,
according to Grigore.
Park staff lecture at classes
and work with professors as a
resource for class projects and
field trips.
The parks offer sports,
trails, nature walks, and "...
quiet places to recharge and/
or study, great places to meet
friends and enjoy an outdoor
barbeque, go for a swim or
even walk the dog," Grigore
said. "Our goal is to enrich students' lives through parks and
recreation. You are a vital part

screen as the sun and faster dehydration will make your skin more susceptible to sunburn.
■ Terrain—Treadmills are specifically padded to be easier on a runner's joints and are in a controlled environment Take safety precautions outside and watch for potholes, traffic, uneven
ground, hills and wind resistance.
■ Motivation—A treadmill propels you forward and makes it easier to keep running when you
know you can just stop the machine and be done. Running outside requires more self-motivation. Add variety by running to one telephone pole then walking to the next, for example
Source: Karyn Smith. University Health Educator

of Bowling Green and these
are your parks."
Randye
Kreischer,
a
Bowling Green citizen for
30 years, comes to the parks
about once a week and enjoys
several parts of Simpson
Garden Park.
"Ilovethc Sensory [Garden],
Children's
IDiscovery]
Garden," Kreischer said. "1
think that this is a wonderful addition to Bowling Green.
They needed it for a long
time."

Visit us onlin
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Shamrock Village Studios
"worth every shilling"
• starting at $425.00
Excellent

419-806-4727

Buy One Burrito For

Fall 2011 Housing
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS

Fri. & Sat.12pm-3am
49c beef tacos
$1.99 burritos!

- ASK ABOUT OUR -

*5.99

3-5 BEDROOM HOUSES
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
GRADUATE EFFICIENCY /1 BEDROOM

Get a Second Burrito For

U

(RECESSION BUSTER)

WE DELIVER!

The ()utdoor Progra m pro motes environmental stewardship through its partnership with the sustainability
program through collabora
tion of many environmental events. The Freshman
Wilderness Experience is
actively involved in the promotion of sustainable campus programs such as Friday
Night Lights, the OrangeBike Program and Green
Tailgating.
Leave No Trace education

COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS

425 E. WOOSTER

^ W
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is a big part of the program's
green efforts. On staff are
two Leave No Trace master
educators who assist over 20
workshops. Leave No Trace
Trainer courses and Master
Educator course, all provided by the Outdoor program.
Gabriel
said
the
Sustainability Coordinator,
Nick Hennessy is a "great
guy. We do a lot of work
with him in our Leave No
Trace Program."
"If you want to do something outdoors, with the rock
wall, or team building, we
can make it happen." Gabriel
said.

2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
AND TOWHHOUSES

lAVf MONFV • £AT HEAlThV
ENTR A N C
HIND
D 0 M INO"S

GROUP

419.354.0070
1724LWMSter
www.shimricMig.com
email: inte@shimrtcMig.com
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KNOWLEDGE

By Courtney Keenan

I or ovei .1 decade the Departmenl ol Recreation and
Wellncss has provided students with an opportunity to gel
hands-on outdoor experiences and academic credit. Hie
Outdoor Program began in 1999 and was created by Dr.
I'I \.iu (..i\ ins, foj iner vicepresideni ol studeol affairs.
I bi'Outdoor Program received the David I. Webb Program
ol I xrellence Award from the Association of Ouuloni
ice nation and Education in fail 2009. Gabriel -.ml ilns
Kaw.ud i- the highest national award given to .in nutdnm
'ui ii ,ii ion program and is given only to one pmgi am an oss
' ibi'ii.iiion each year.
I lie Outdoor Program is here to provide educaliun.il, mil
nrif.itiiiii.il 'lutdoor experience to smdents, faculty, si.ill
.mil i■iiinmiiniiy mtiiibers living in Northwest Ohio.' said
Icrnmc Gabriel, director of the Outdoor Program.
I lie Otitd
I'rogram's mission is to encourage student
ilevelnpinenl while promoting enviionmcnlal stewardship,
i n-aiing iippniiiinities and challenging students in expand
Iheii boundaries In carry out this mission the program
has six components: the Freshman wilderness Experience,
the climbing wall, trips, team building, Connect and green
efforts.
Onrj incoming freshmen have the opportunity to participate in the Freshman Wilderness Experience. The orientation program is a three credit 1000 level class. The
l-'reshman Wilderness Experience includes a week-long
expedition guided by two upperclassmen and a faculty
member. Freshmen may choose a backpacking or canoeing
expedition.
I be Outdoor Program includes some inside activities
like the rock climbing wall The wall is 35-feet tall and
offers opportunities for novice, intermediate and advanced
i limbers. I he purchase ofa climbing wall membership and
knowledge ol basic belay technique and climbing safety is
i equired for use. With a semester membership, each climber
must take the wall orientation class or demonstrate climbing
knowledge by passing a belay test
IheOutdooi Program offers a variety of programs for students In lake part in. I lowever, there are no trips scheduled

Jerome
Gabriel
Director
of Outdoor Program

for this summer. the spring semester trips included places
in and nut of state, Ihe list ni nips included activities such
as toboggan runs in Indiana, nick climbing in Kentucky
and cross country skiing in Findlaj Also availabk'were two
spring break trips, one backpacking in Ninth Carolina and
the other caving in Alabama
learn building sessions are offered by Outdoor Program
staffmembers to student organizations and corporations.
"We do a custom designed team building session, said
lohnWhipple, Outdoor Program staff assistant.
Whipple said the staff has designed team building sessions tin corporations such as the Society for Industrial and
Organizational Psychology (SIOPI and first Solar. He also
said team building sessions are populai among athletics,
and they have worked with the women's tennis and swim
learn.
A lot ol it is reading your group ... and a lot of it is by the
seal of your pants," Whipple said.
Connect is a new program Whipple started this year,
a completely free program ottered to first year students.
Students in Connect participate in a weekend outdoor trip
and attend meetings twice a month.
Gabriel said that Connect is an " ... opportunity to lake

students who may struggle and teach them about successful
habits" in the academic, social and health realms.
I his program provides an outlet for students to network
and learn through interactions with professors and successful University students along with sessions conducted in
various campus locations.'I he program is limitcdto the lit si
-'1 students w ho sign up \Y nipple said ihe rea&ogjng behind
die leslricliiin ol members is ihe hunted funding available

for the weekend trip.
GROUP I■■.:-,

Groundskeepers beautify
campus landscapes
Staff has pride in aesthetics of University
By Bobby Waddle

With neaih a lifetime ol out
dool work experience. Matthew
Minnick is enjoying his job as a
supervisor for the University
Grounds, Recycling and Solid

Wastes team.
' I tii'irseeinstohenohellei way
in Irani I he campus than to work in
the grounds department," Minnick
said." I he classroom experience is
extremely important, hut getting
your hands dirty doesn't hurt"
Minnick began his first grounds
job at the age of 14 and enjoyed
working with plants ever sincfl
working in a greenhouse beforea!
i aine to ihe University.
I di in'I think \<ui wniild last in
Ibis job il you didn't like the outdoors," Minnick said.
Minnie k said that it is easv to
lake ihe atmosphere of campus
loi grained until working on it for
the lust time. He said that a lot
ol the litter is picked up early in
the morning and recalled a new
| worker who thought the campus
|ooked clean at first glance.
"I le was out there at 6:30 pick-

ing up l be litter and says. Holy
cow. I had no idea there was Ibis
much work out there." Minnick
said "Which is what we want. We
want the first impression to be one
of cleanliness and caring."
Ihe grounds appearance is the
first thing people see when coming to campus, Minnick said. Ihe
groundskeeper laic /.irger said it
is particularly important around
orientation during the summer.
/irger. a senior health care
adininistauion major, mows the
northeast and northwest ends of
campusilUweek Inngprncessthat
goes from Monila\ m lhuisd,i\
On Friday themowuig new oiten
tWlps the weeding, push mowing
and mulching in
"Everybody has been really kind
and hard-working,' /ngei said
"W*nU.c pride In trying to (main
tam] campus upkeep and beauti
ficatkm.'
A native ol tiffin, Ohio, /irger
took the job because he is taking
summer classes at the University
and had experience with outdoor
See MOWING I Page 9

TAKE A HIKE: Winteigarden Park/St John's Naluie Preserve consists ol a forest with
nails people can enjoy The Hails cut through the forest a marsh and a meadow

City parks offer outdoor
nature preserves to enjoy
By Suzanna Anderson
Copy Chief

Surrounded by plants and lilies on the pond, Sally llartzel
volunteers at Simpson Garden
Park and takes her granddaughter to visit the Children's

Discovery Garden,
"We bring our granddaughter here and she absolutely
loves it."
The Children's Discovery
Garden has many features, like
the potting shed, pond, bridge
and art made by camp partici-

pants in 2008.
The city's green spaces are
available to people of all ages.
Bowling Green Parks and
Recreation has several parks,
preserves and places to soak
in the sun in the city. People
interested in sports can check
out Howling Green City Park,

Dunbridge Road Soccer Fields
and Carter Park: nature at
Wintergarden Park/St. lohn's
Nature Preserve, Simpson
See PARKS | Page 9

Do you ever get that feeling"
The kind where sweat drips
down every inch of your
body as grass bits gel caught
on your leg and stain your
socks?
I get that every time I mow
my lawn, and I wouldn't have
il any in her way.
When I finish. 1 am
exhausted and fulfilled.
My lawn looks gorgeous
after a nice trim, and so do
most of the other lawns in
town. Il makes going oulside
in Howling Green a treat.
Some of the townspeople
may recogni/e me as that
DO) that walks around the
town all the time. Well, you
have your impen able land
scaping talents to thank for
keeping me oulside. and I
thank you for your effort.
I hinking about this made
me begin to wonder what il

would be like to be responsible for an entire campus, and
whethei anyone else enjoyed
the being oulside as much as
I did.
When I wrote my story
about the grounds team on
campus, everyone I interMewed
brimmed with
enthusiasm. For the amount
of time they spend out there
every day, they need to. Their
bard work really shows up in
the open spaces oulside of the
library and lhe Mathematical
Sciences Building, where the
green lawns always showsigns of life even on a hut and
muggy day.
I he Outdoor Program also
provides a group of people
with an appreciation for fresh
air and environmental conservation. I was particularly
intrigued at the prospect
of organizations taking its
members on team-building
retreats through the groups
efforts. That goes to show the
power ihe outdoors can have
on our interpersonal relationships.
tilling outside also helps
me to think about things
when I am alone as well.
When I go on walks my
si ress levels go down because
I love the combination of
open space, fresh air. trees
and even some nice bouses
scattered about. Since I consider myself an average person, I figure the health benefits I get out ol the outdoors
must apply to others.
My ideas grew as I hiked
through Wintergarden/Sl.
lohn's Nature Preserve and
swatted mosquitoes off my
body liven though this was
annoying. 1 loved the smell of
the leaves and the canopy of
green leaves that surrounded
me.
It is a nice experience when
I need to get away because
it is rare that 1 see any fellow students in the forest.
However. 1 also began to
wonder if any other students
utilize the parks offered by
Ihe city, or if it was something I just knew about as a
townie.
lodging from the amount
of passion students have for
the outdoors in these stories,
I am sure that 1 am not the
only one to wonder these
things.
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ACTIVE
From Page 1
"Being cooped up can
lead to higher stress levels
People are more irritable

and have a shorter fuse

BYRON M«K

CUT TO PERFECTION:

MOWING
From Page 8
maintenance when he played
baseball in hiitli school and
worked on the field.
Zirger said the crew lias
done a good j« »*» keeping the
campus clean foi visitors, such
.is Buckeye Boys State, while
working around the currenl
campus construction.
Another way grounds helps
keep campus (lean is In sta)
ing "green " Zirgei said the
lawn mowers are started up
with diesel fuel, warm up a bit,
and then run on used cooking
oil from dining halls.
Hie conking oil also does
not emit caustic chemicals,
something Minnick said is
unique to the University by
developing a tiller system thai
mosi othei institutions don'l
have.
Minnick credited the ere
.iicus ill the system foi ~a\
ing the University money on
expensive diesel fuel as well
as i lining diiw u on emissions
"It's not without problems,
it's noi perfect," Minnick said.
"Everything has its own sel
ol difficulties, but overall it's
remarkable the leadership

PARKS
From Paqe 8
Garden Park and Bellard Park;
green spaces are offered and
activitiesatRaney Playground,
Howling Green
I raining
& Community Centei and
Conneaul Park Sledding Hill.
Hie Parks and Recreation
has a brochure of summer
activities for youth and adults.
Iheie are activities for explo
ration through parks, art,
sports and swim lessons.
Some of the activities
require a small fee, hut a few
are free. There are camps for
youth called
Wei X Wild
t li can Style." "Adventures
in Art" and "Lights! Camera!
Action!" I he brochure lists
other camps: specialty camps,
safety town, sports camps.
nature camps and programs,
youth programs, adult programs and sports and swim
lessons I lours and pass tutor
mat ion is also available for the

thai we've done."
Minnick referred to the 1990
Tallorics Declaration, which
the University website said
thai more than 300 university
offii i.ils in ovei m countries
signed the document to lake
steps toward environmental
sustainability.
I he grounds crew is also
responsible for collecting
rccyclahlcs and taking them

to the recycling centei as well
as plai ing lei vi led plastics
nun outdoor objects such as
benches and trash receptacles, according to the website.
Minnick said the University
also makes use ol irrigation
systems and rei entlj won an
aw.ml tin walei conscrvil
lion I he University is in the
pi
ss lit tying it- \ atei sys
terns into ,i compute! so thai
whenever there is a leak, ihe
system will atitomatii ally shul
itself oil and an alarm will I"
sent by i onipiitei to noiify tin*
( lew

I always tell people. I'm noi
really an em ironmenl ilist.
I'mai lually agroundskeeper,
Minnick said "Bui I can he a
groundskeepei with an envi
iiiiiiiieiii.ilapproac h
While (he |nli is enjoyable,
Minnick points out that there

( it\ Park \c|iiatict nmplex.
I he brochure is available
online at www.bgohio.org
Citizens and students can
also enjoy wireless Internei ai
the park
"BGSU students will find
ample places in sit and enjoy
llcc-U'lli c.llllli- l«i |-|,
al Ihe Hi; Community Center
City Park. Simpson Garden
Park and Wintergarden," said
Michelle Grigore, director
of Howling Green Parks and
Recreation.
University students participate at the parks by running
Parks and Recreation fitness
and recreational programs;
working at camps seasonal
maintenance and the pool;
and helping with sports and
SpCI ial events foi held expell
encrs.
Students run special teen
programs during the school
yeai at the parks through the
Office of Service Learning
"We
utilize
Ihe
Environmental
Impact

Speedy <
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are significant challenges.
such as clearing .may snow
during the Wintei and edging
along the campus' III miles of
sidewalk space.
Kyle Knapke, a senior music
education major who also
slatted work in the summer.
winks as an eclger which is
also a week long job.
knapke said the' job helped
him to get to know campus
locations much better, and he
now knows several lots and
building locations by heart.
I ie also believes thai work
ing with the roughly 20 othei
students on stall is important
in building teamwork and
community skills in the real
world.
I vcryone around here is
so nice.' knapke said " that's
one ol the lop reasons 1 came
here."
What really lasts with
the students who work on
grounds, Minnick said, is the
tendency foi students to pick
up alter themselves as well as
developing a cleepei c ounce
lion with the University and
community.
Winking here with students has enriched my life
beyond belief," Minnick said.

Statement class each year
in help with park develop
menl and have made Ihe
onstruction Management
t lass a vital part of gelling

building projects completed
in the park," Grigore said.
Hie projects will con
inun- this summer as the
Cotisinii linn Management
Class designs and builds a
new mill foi the pot in the
Children's Discovery Garden
and soiws drainage issues on
Simpson Garden Park trails.
according to Grigore.
Park stall lecture at classes
and work with professors as a
resource lor class projects and
field Hips.
Ihe paiks offer sports,
trails, nature walks, and "...
quiel places to recharge and/
in siuch. gieal places to meet
friends and enjoy an outdoor
barbeque, go for a swim or
even walk the dog." Grigore
s.ud. Din goal is to enrich students' lives through parks and
iec reation. You are a vital part

'

419-806-4727

SAVE MONEV • EAT HEALTHY

425 E. WOOSTER

Fri. & Sat.12pm 3am
49c beef tacos
Buy One Burrilo For

L

$1.99 burritos!

or football, to going on walks
in hike rides, lo joining an
intramural team.
"We live in such an elei

do is outdoors that takes
you lai away from city life
in the woods, fai lar away
from cell phones."
Mattina said mountain
hiking, wine h he has done
foi eighl veais, is his favoi
in- way lo gel ai live OUI
side. He said il is simple
enough thai he i an spend
a couple hours lii a whole
day doing n depending on
what he cm squeeze into
his busy schedule.
"If I go in ihe lei. I in
Incused on |ust working
mil because I have lo.'
Mattina said An outdooi
ai In ity is like a game II
takes your mind ofl ol the
number ol calories youi
burning and you sec Ihe
wonders of nature
People have- started I"
lose their connection with
the outdoors over the past
decade,Gabriel said
"People don'i typically
go out to Yellowstone any
more lor vacation." he said
'They go to Great Woll
Lodge to stav inside- to play
m the water."
Because ol this discon
licet, he said it is hauler Im
students to understand win
we should he sustainable
HI preserving ol resources
when the students don't
directly see what it is they
could be saving in nature
Mall assist,ml Whippli
said the program has pin
vided bun with mountain
tup experiences that are
(liltit uii iii describe in a lew
winds. His favorite moun

laintop experience is actu
ally -x.■ i• lung the outdooi
heroin take over people and
having them become addicted," he said
Wale lung thai passion and
thai hie lot being in nature
gmw in other people who are
newly exposed to it is really
cool lo sec. he added

Exercising outside
■ Air Conditioning—If you go outside mi. " ias
'"
■■■ i ■-'up in an condition ■
running only 10 lo l i inn mil
itside. Gradually work u|
■ I lyi.li.iiion I ii : ..
any water wirl .

etoheatexhau

screen isth
in and faster del
Iral
nillmakey
.-;■:■■
■ lerrain— Ireadmills are specifically padded to be easiei on a runner's joints and are in a co
trolled environment. Take safety precautions outside and watch for potho!. • ,-•
ground, hills and wind resist tn e
■ Motivation—A treadmill pro; i

Imaki

easier

kee|

know you can jo t stop the machine and I
valion Add variety by iii'iniiiij lo one telephone pok''
■• Karyn Smith. Umveisity Health Edu

ol Howling Creel) and these

are your parks."
Randye Kreischer, a
Howling Green citizen for
30 veais. conies to ihe parks
about once a week and enjoys
several parts of Simpson
Harden Park.
"I love Ihe Sensory |( ianlen
Children's
| Discovery]
Harden." Kreischer said. "I
ihink that this is a wonder
ful addition to Bowling Green
I hey needed it for a long

time."

Visit us online at
BGVIEWS.com

for

II

GROUP
From Page 8
fhe Outdoor Program promotes environmental slew
ardship through its partnership with the sustainability
program through collabora
lion ni many environmental events ihe Freshman
Wilderness I xperience is
actively involved in the pro
motion ol sustainable cam
pus programs such as I riday
Night I ights, he Orange
Hike Program and Green
Tailgating.
Leave No I race education

isa big pan ol ihe program's
green efforts, On staff are
two I eave No [race mastei
educators who assist ovei 20
workshops, leave- No trace
frainei i nurses and Master
Educator course, all provided bytheOutdooi program.
Gabriel
s.ud
the
Sustainability Coordinator,
Nick Hennessy is a great
guy We do a lot ol work
with him in our leave No
Irace Program '
' If you want to do something out dm us. wiih I he i nek
wall, ni team building, we

can make ii happen," Gabriel
said.

Shamrock Village Studios I Fall 2011 HOUSiM
^«*fK«A»«f ..__„|
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when they caul get outside."
he said
When we meet
with clients with depressed
moods, we encourage them
lo get outside and hi- active
as much as possible."
Dworsky said his favorite
and most convenient things
lo do oulside. when the
weathei is nice, are to gull,
hike and play disc golf.
He recommends doing
ai tiviues like disc golf that
include a decent amount of
walking in artfvfty but are
inexpensive and simple.
"You're active, you're
mobile, that's really hard lo
do when you're feeling anx
ious and depressed." he said
People diagnosed with
Seasonal Affective Disorder
consistently experience- a
depiessed mood through
fall and winter thai makes
il hard for them to make an
extra effort to do any outside
activities, Dworsky said. He
recommends getting outside
to gel fresh air for an hour
a clay to prevent stress and
other serious issues,
"faking in fresh air
and oxygen is good.' said
Faith Yingling. director
ol Welhiess
Any physi
cal activity is good for you
mentally. Il releases these
endorphins in youi body.
I hat's why it is such a good
stress relieve)
She suggests gel t ing active
outside by doing a range ol
things depending on what
you can lit into your schedule, from throwing a frisbee

tronii world." she said
"Everything is al oui fin
ger tips and I here are a lot ol
demands lot productivity
placed on us. Sometimes
we forget the simple things
we i an do."
Yingling said one of her
favorite things to do is to
lake long walks at one of the
nearby metro parks, because
she said she could dehriet
menially while also taking in
the wildlife and Iresh air and
doing some physic al activity
"It's a balance ol physical
and mental well being," shesaid. I hiding thai balam e
is noi always an easy thing to
do
1 hat s why we have the
several resources on campus
to help with that
The University offers se\
eral resources thai can pro
vide services for students,
faculty and stall related to
gelling outside and being
active, im lulling Recreation
and Welhiess, the Health
l enter, the Psychological
seivnes t entei and several
recreational programs
Seniors John Whipple and
Dan Manilla have gotten
involved with the Outdooi
Program to take advantage
ill the outdooi opportunities
provided by the University
l In- Outdooi Program is
a part ol Recreation and
Wellness thai runs outdooi
(rips, a climbing wall, team
building experiences and
custom tups
Il it s an outdooi acth
ity, we do it. said lerome
Gabriel, director of ihe
program. "We want to
promote
healthy and
active lifestyles using the
outdoors as a medium
Ihe activities include
nick climbing, caving, white
water rafting and canoeing.
"It's a renewing expeii
ence fin me." Manilla said,
the student supervisoi foi
the program. "A loi that we

FEATURES:
•Free wireless internet
•Fullyequipped kitchen
I 'Fullbath
I •Includes all utilities
»• Fully Furnished
, • Semester/Summer/
Year leases available

s

5.99

a0SET0CAMpUS

2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ANBTOWNHOUSES
COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS
RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS

-ASK ABOUT OUR -

Gel a Second Burrito For

3-5 BEDROOM HOUSES

(RECESSION BUSTER)

1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
GRADUATE EFFICIENCY /1 BEDROOM
sT%?--

419.354.0070

l724E.Wooster
wwwsliamrocklig.com
email: info@shamrockbg.com
\
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INC. (419)352-8717
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www.greenbriarrentals.com
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DRAFT
From Page 5

Diamondbacks area scout,
Nate Birrwell, was the conclusion of a lifelong goal.
"It was about 12:20 when
I got the call, and when I
found out it was pretty exciting, grinning from ear to ear,
because I have been dreaming about it ever since I was

FOOTBALL
From Page 5

No. 2 on the depth chart
last fall, in part due to
Schilz's injury.
Despite never having taken
a live collegiate snap, head
coach Dave Clawson says that
will not have a negative impact
on Hurley.
"At one point later in
the season he was sharing
the number two reps with
Aaron Pankratz," Clawson
said. "His class status won't
be a factor; we owe it to our
team to have the player out
there that gives us the best
chance to win."
However, Clawson feels
that Schilz having 10 games
of starting experience will be
beneficial to him.
"Obviously anytime you
have live-game action under
your belt, that can only help
you," Clawson said.
With the team's preseason

a little kid," Gerdeman said.
Neither player wished to
disclose the amount of their
signing bonus, but made
sure, with encouragement
from Schmitz, the teams
covered their last three
semesters of college if they
decide later to complete their
degrees.
Berti is working out at the
Blue Jays spring training
facility in Dunedin, Fla„ and

will soon be sent to either
Vancouver, British Columbia
or Bluefield, W.Va., to participate in one of the Blue
Jays short-season leagues.
Gerdeman is doing the same
at the Diamondbacks spring
training facility in Phoenix,
Ariz., and he will compete
in one of the Diamondbacks
short-season leagues in
either Missoula, Mont., or
Phoenix.

camp not starting until Aug.
3, Clawson and the rest of his
staff will not be able to personally monitor the progress
his quarterbacks make, due to
NCAA rules. Because of this,
there will be no progress on
Clawson naming a starter
until he sees both players compete in August.
While Hurley, listed at
6-foot-4 -inches and 220
pounds is slightly bigger than
the 6-foot-2-inch 212 pound
Schilz, Clawson said that
both quarterbacks are of a
similar breed.
"When you look at them,
it's not like one of them is a
drop-back pocket passer and
the other is a spread quarterback." Clawson said. "Both of
them have strong arms and
are athletic."
No matter who ends up
starting for the Falcons,
Clawson said that he will be
able to open up the offense
more by allowing the quarterbacks to run.

"If you look at last year,
that's something that we
didn't feel like we could do a
lot because of Man's shoulder;
we couldn't afford to lose him
again," he said. "This year,
with having two guys that we
are confident in playing, that's
something that we aren't as
worried about.
"You have to have two
quarterbacks in this day and
age; if you look at the top five
teams in the Mid-American
Conference last season, all of
them used two quarterbacks
in the season. You have to have
two or three guys you are confident in playing."
Once preseason camp
starts in August, Clawson
said Schilz and Hurley will
split first team reps. Last
summer, the Falcons went
into fall camp with four
quarterbacks splitting first
team reps: Schilz, Pankratz,
Kellen Pagel and Caleb
Watkins. The latter three are
no longer with the program.
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ACROSS
1 Pale
4 Mozzerta wearer
9 Sal
14 "Exodus" hero
15 Intimate
16 Key scene for bursting bombs?
17 Biopic about a time-traveling
composer?
20 "... like buzzing in blind fury":
Pyle
21 Go after
22 Traveling, in a way
23 Builder's options
25 _ avis
27 Biopic about a composer who is
unrecognized in public?
34 Heavy
35 Rondeaux. e.g.
36 Go astray
39 Switch words
41 Political pacifier
42 Ruled quarters?

45
48
53
54
55
57
62
63
66
67
68
69
70
71

Indiana county or Its seat
Where Mecca is
Civilized feature
Put-on
Alliance
This and that
Pub. of a 'Distracted Driving"
brochure
8 Some shirts
9 More, in music
10 Where London is
11 Some links
37 Games org.
12 Limerick land
38 Historic game
13 "The Sopranos"
40 Musical syllables
actress _ de Matteo 43 1953 Best Supporting
18 Doesn't ignore
Actor Oscar winner
19 Spore producer
44 Big bang producer
24 Cat lead-in
46 LA. Galaxy's gp.
26 Old Egyptian symbol 47 Three-time A.L.
28 Abbas's gp
shutout leader of the
29 He appeared in eight
60s 70s
consecutive U.S.
49 Pharmacy concern
Open finals
50 Trouble
30 Love overseas
51 Louisiana folk music
31 Figure
52 Daze
32 Ins. plan
55 Wading bird
33 1/48 cup: Abbr.
56 Brewery feature
36 Yearbook sect.
58 Evening flier
59 Full do
60 Sluggers' stats
Devised, with "up"
61
Corner
Biopic about a composer from
64 Brought
a WWII hero's perspective?
65
Some tags
Absorbed by
Legendary luster
Tiny amount
ANSWERS
Sting
Zilch
Btopic about a composer
fighting his inner demons?
Grenoble's river
Put to the test
Former transp. regulator
Itzhak Perlman choice
Takes to the cleaners
Canadian LPGA golfer Dawn
_-Jones
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STRAIGHT

203 N. Main ^1°^^ 352-5166 www.pisanellos.com
$6 50 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

___

• Lunch Fn. • Sat. • Sun.

^

For Rent

Did You Know...

One third of
the electricity
produced on
earth is used
to power
electric light
bulbs!

Check us out
online at
SAIL

Personals
Looking tor rommates to share
house near campus in Aug.
Call Brad at 419-308-7763

Help Wanted

Is there a
story in the
BG News that
you ve felt
you wanted
to voice your
opinion on?
Well, what
are you
waiting for?
check us out online:

bgviews (om

rVlLIAGE

APARTMENTS
* 1+2 BR
Apartments Available •
» Semester Leases *
• Minutes from BGSU • Pet friendly community *
* Utilities included*

CALL FOR SPECIAIS!
Located ot:

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

,

• • I apoleon Rood <^Y
In Bo: lin( Green LEI

"11-12 houses remain, apts/etflc.
146 S Coll rents 5, 315 Merry-5.
1.2*3 BR apis, house next to Un.
all next to campus, 419-353-0325.
CartyRentals.com/some sem only

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Apartment - West Rentals
Lease, no pets
Call 419-352-2104

Nice 1BR, near campus,
Avail August 2011, $475/mo.
Call 419-352-5882

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Free Heat & Water'
Large Patlol Pet Friendly!
(419)353-7715
www.vareltysquareapts. com

Avail Aug 2011, close to campus,
3BR house, $690/mo ♦ utlls,
3BR apt, S550/mo + utils,
IBRapt, S325/mo • utils
Call 419-306-2456 for more info.

House 1 block from campus,
227 S. College, 3BR, good shape,
A/C, W/D,S650/mo 419-352-6064
www.froboserentals.com

1 & 2 BR apis, close to campus.
Ideal lor grad students, avail, now
& Augl call Gary at 419-362-5414.

Highland Management
1&2 BR apis avail, $365-6Q0/mo
Call 419-354-6036 tor more into!
bghighlandmgmt.com

1. 2 & 3BR Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manvllle Ave
Office open 11-2, Monday-Friday
www.BQApartmenta.com

Bartending, up to S300/day.
No axp needed, training courses
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174.

3 BR house on 5th 8treet,
3 BR duplex on Scott Hamilton.
Avail August 2011. Pets welcome!
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

Part-time delivery drivers & flyer
distribution Speedy Burrtto.
Call 419406-4727.

3BR, 1 bath, avail Aug, $550/mo.
4BR, 2 bath, avail Aug, $775/mo.
Lrg rooms, pets ok 216-337-6010.

PT summer maintenance,
exp helpful but not necessary.
Call 419-354-0180.

4 BR house, 1st block ot Manvllle,
May to May lease.
Call 419-352-5239

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
Apartments!, Houses! Condos!
Pel Friendly
Great Locations all over town!
332 8. Main St. BG
419-352-5820

Nice upper 2BR, all appliances,
off-st parking, S650/mo incl utils.
non-smoker, call 419-352-4571.
Shamrock Studios
Summer, semester & yearly
leases, starting at $425, incls all
utn. cable. WIFI,cats allowed. Call
354-0070 or ShamrockBG.com

sign & save with <

ZERO DOWN

